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1. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

An analysis of net energy from nuclear power plants is dependent on 

a large number of variables and assumptions. This study reports the energy 

requirements as they relate to reactor type, concentration of uranium in 

the ore, enrichment tails assays, and possible recycle of uranium and 

Plutonium. 

Specifically, four reactor types were considered: pressurized water 

reactor, boiling water reactor, high temperature gas-cooled reactor, and 

heavy water reactor (CANDU). The energy requirements of systems employ

ing both conventional (current) ores with uranium concentration of 0.176% 

and Chattanooga Shales with uranium concentration of 0.006% were deter

mined. More energy for enrichment but less natural uranium is required 

235 
as the concentration of U in the enrichment tails is reduced. Tails 

235 
assays of 0.3%, 0.275%, and 0.2% U have been considered in this study. 

Data was given for no recycle, uranium recycle only, and uranium plus 

Plutonium recycle. 

Nuclear power systems were divided into nine separate components or 

processes, and separate energy analyses were made for each. Starting 

with the energy requirements in the mining process and continuing through 

fuel reprocessing and waste storage, an evaluation of both electrical 

energy requirements and thermal energy requirements of each process was 

made. All of the energy, direct and indirect, required by the processing 

of uranium in order to produce electrical power was obtained by adding 

the quantities for the individual processes. 
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With current (conventional) ores the process requiring the largest 

single energy expenditure is that of enrichment. Lower concentration ores 

require larger energy inputs in mining and milling, and for Chattanooga 

Shales these requirements dominate in the total system. The construction 

of the power plant is another source of large energy expenditures, and this 

input is required well in advance of the time that electrical output can be 

expected from the system. Timing of the energy requirements is discussed 

further in section 1.2 below. 

1.1 Lifetime Energy Balance 

The energy inputs required for the operation of a nuclear power system 

for an assumed life of approximately 30 years are tabulated for nine example 

cases in section 12. The input requirements are based on the production of 

197,100,000 MWH(e), i.e., the operation of a 1000 MW(e) plant for 30 years 

with an average plant factor of 0.75. Actually, the reactor must run slightly 

over 30 years to make up for plant factors less than 0.75 during the first 

few years — the energy input requirements for this additional (short) period 

of time have been accounted for in this analysis. 

The lifetime energy requirements for nine example nuclear energy systems 

are summarized in Table 1.1 

Both electrical requirements and thermal energy requirements are tabu

lated, and it should be emphasized that both quantitites are needed. The 

thermal energy requirements are essentially all obtained from the combustion 

of fossil fuels and do not include fuel used to generate electricity. The 

electrical requirements tabulated make no distinction as to the primary fuel 

source used to generate the electricity. 
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•lABLE 1.1 

LIFETIME ENERGY REQUIREMENTS TO PRODUCE 197,100,000 MWH 

(1000 MW PLANT - 30 YEARS - 75% PLANT FACTOR) 

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

ENERGY REQUIREMENTS (BOTH ARE NEEDED) 

Electrical 
MWH 

Thermal 
MWH 

PWR - no recycle - conventional ores -
; 0.30% enrichment tails 

PWR - no recycle - conventional ores -
0.20% enrichment tails 

PWR - Pu recycle - conventional ores -
0.30% enrichment tails 

PWR - no recycle - Chattanooga Shales 
0.30% enrichment tails 

PWR - Pu recycle - Chattanooga Shales 
0.30% enrichment tails 

BWR - no recycle - conventional ores -
0.30% enrichment tails 

HTGR - Standard - conventional ores -
0.30% enrichment tails 

HTGR - Standard - Chattanooga Shales -
0.30% enrichment tails 

HWR - no recycle - conventional ores -
enrichment not applicable 

9,584,000 

11,700,000 

6,964,000 

13,750,000 

9,635,000 

8,808,000 

7,791,000 

9,866,000 

2,590,000 

10,880,000 

10,390,000 

9,329,000 

44,240,000 

30,710,000 

10,850,000 

8,599,000 

25,200,000 

14,780,000 
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In all cases the total energy requirements are much less than the 

electrical energy produced by the nuclear power system. Even for the 

Chattanooga Shales with larger energy requirements for uranium extraction, 

the electrical energy output from the system exceeds the required inputs 

by a factor of two or more (depending on how one equates a quantity of 

thermal energy to its electrical equivalent). 

lEA believes that there is no single factor which is satisfactory for 

equating a quantity of thermal energy to an equivalent quantity of electri

city. Conversions between thermal energy and electrical energy depend on 

the system being employed and the end uses of the energy. We choose to 

tabulate both requirements — and both as tabulated in Table 1.1 are needed 

to produce 197,100,000 MWH of electrical energy. 

Many others have attempted to reduce results of a "net energy" study 

to a single number. Although lEA believes that most ratios suggested are 

useful to demonstrate a particular point or make comparisons on a very 

restricted basis, there is no one ratio which provides an answer to questions 

covering all aspects of the nuclear power system. This complex issue is 

one for which we have no simple answer; the problem is illustrated in 

Table 1.2. Four "net energy ratios" are tabulated for each of the nuclear 

power systems of Table 1.1. Each of the ratios has a logic which recommends 

it as follows: 

R is defined as the electrical output divided by the total thermal 

(fossil) energy subsidy required to produce that output. In this 

case the electrical requirements of the system are assumed to be 

the output of fossil fueled power plants, and hence the electrical 



TABLE 1.2 

LIFETIME NET ENERGY RATIOS 

(1000 MW PLANT - 30 YEARS - 75% PLANT FACTOR) 

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION ' h ^̂ 2 

PWR - no recycle - conventional ores -
0.30% enrichment tails 

PWR - no recycle - conventional ores -
0.20% enrichment tails 

PWR - Pu recycle - conventional ores -
0.30% enrichment tails 

PWR - no recycle - Chattanooga Shales 
0.30% enrichment tails 

PWR - Pu recycle - Chattanooga Shales 
0.30% enrichment tails 

BWR - no recycle - conventional ores -
0.30% enrichment tails 

HTGR - Standard - conventional ores -
0.30% enrichment tails 

HTGR - Standard - Chattanooga Shales -
0.30% enrichment tails 

[WR - no recycle - conventional ores -
enrichment not applicable 

4.60 

6.05 

15.35 9.63 17.23 I 

3.98 ; 13.31 8.92 > 17.85 

20.20 12.10 ; 20.38 

2.19 7.30 3.40 4.14 

3.13 10.47 4.89 i 6.11 ' 

4.89 16.35 10.03 ' 17.35 

5.69 19.01 12.03 22.02 

3.39 11.32 5.62 7.43 

.41 28.09 11,34 13.16 

= Elec Output (MWH) 
[Elec Req'd (MWH) x 3.34] + Ther Req'd (MWH) 

^ Elec Output (MWH) 
2 Elec Req'd (MWH) + [Ther Req'd (MWH) v 3.34] 

! = Elec Output (MWH) 
3 Elec Req'd (MWH) + Ther Req'd (MWH) 

= Elec Output (MWH) - Elec Req'd (MWH) 
4 Ther Req'd (MUll) 
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requirements are multipled by 3.34* to obtain the fossil energy 

requirements to provide the electricity and then to the other 

thermal requirements to obtain the total subsidy. 

If one is interested in the amount of electrical energy output 

produced in a nuclear power system for each unit of fossil energy 

expended and is willing to assume that all electrical require

ments of the system are met by fossil fueled power plants, then 

R is the proper ratio to use. 

R is defined as the electrical output divided by the equivalent 

electrical input subsidy. In this case the thermal requirements 

are divided by 3.34* to estimate the amount of electrical energy 

which could be produced by this thermal energy in fossil fueled 

power plants. This estimate is added to the calculated electrical 

input requirements to determine the equivalent electrical input 

subsidy (the denominator of the ratio). 

If one asks the question, "How many times more electricity can be 

obtained by using a nuclear power system with a fossil fuel subsidy 

than would be obtained by generating electricity with this amount 

of fossil fuels?" then R is the best ratio to use as the answer. 

R is simply the ratio of the energy output of the total energy 

subsidy required. Thermal energy requirements are expressed 

*Average thermal energy requirement to produce electrical energy. (Development 
Sciences, Inc.) This number is for illustration only; other numbers for con
version of thermal energy to electrical energy could be justified. 
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in MWH (1 MWH = 3.413 10 BTU) for addition to electrical re

quirements in MWH. 

This ratio treats all energy as being equally desirable. (In 

some situations gasoline is more desirable than electricity, but 

when gasoline is burned the resulting heat energy can be used to 

produce only one-third as much electrical energy.) If one attempts 

to make the nulcear power system self-sustaining and substitutes 

electrical energy for the thermal input requirements, i.e., through 

a hydrogen or other synthetic energy carrier, and if the assumption 

is made that electricity can be used for these requirements with 

about the same efficiency as the current thermal energy used for 

these purposes, then R provides an estimate of energy output per 

energy subsidy required. 

R is defined as the net electrical output, i.e., the electrical 

energy output of the power plant minus the electrical energy in

put requirements, divided by the thermal energy requirements in 

MWH (1 MWH = 3.413 10*̂  BTU). 

This ratio answers the question "How much net electrical energy 

output does one get from a nuclear power system per unit of fossil 

energy input?" This question is posed (and R provides the answer) 

in the context of a large nuclear generating capacity and scarce 

fossil fuels. If fossil fuels are in such short supply, e.g., 

natural gas and petroleum, or create sufficient environmental 
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problems, e.g., coal mining, S0„, that we should not continue to 

use them as fuels for electrical generation, the question of how 

much one gains by using the fossil fuels only as a subsidy for 

nuclear power becomes vital. R provides insight in evaluating 

systems in such an environment. 

The four lifetime net energy ratios tabulated in Table 1.2, show some 

preference for different reactor systems under some conditions and other 

reactors under different conditions; but, in general, the rank order re

mains approximately the same. The HWR appears attractive compared with 

light water reactors from R and R„ considerations, but not from the R_ and 

R . Ratios R- and R„ tend to value thermal energy requirements lower than 

R and R. and hence nuclear systems requiring a larger portion of their 

input requirements in the form of thermal energy as opposed to electrical 

energy show relatively higher figures in columns 1 and 2 of Table 1.2 than 

in columns 3 and 4. The reduction of energy requirements by employing 

uranium and plutonium recycle is also evident in the ratios tabulated in 

Table 1.2. 

It is clear that in all cases the amount of electricity generated 

far exceeds the energy input requirements. The simple conclusion that 

nuclear power "cycles" are strong net producers of electrical energy (on a 

facility lifetime basis) seems obvious to us. 

On the other hand, the energy requirements tabulated here are some

what higher than those ascribed to nuclear power in some instances in the 

literature. This is a result of our accounting for additional factors among 

the inputs and with as much care and detail as the time allocated would allow. 
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1.2 Dynamic Energy Analysis 

In many modern systems very large investments of both capital and 

energy must be made before any return or output is realized. This fact 

is inherent in any new energy technology, and the only question is "How 

much and at what time?" 

For any production process that requires a significant initial invest

ment, it is possible to assume an exponential growth rate so rapid that 

the production from the process can never catch up with the cumulative 

input requirements. Discrediting a technology on this basis seems some

what frivolous, since high growth rates must occur when the technology is 

new, but cannot be sustained for more than a few years. 

For this reason, the determination of the net output of a growing 

nuclear program at any particular time has not been attempted. Instead, 

data are presented which enable the reader to calculate the energy input 

for the nuclear power cycle at any time in the cycle relative to the startup 

of commercial operation. It is recognized that uranium must be mined over 

two years before it may be used in the startup of a nuclear reactor. In 

section 3, extensive data is given regarding the time at which the "yellow-

cake" must be available (2.25 years prior to the start of commercial operation), 

the time that uranium must pass through the enrichment plant, the time the 

fuel must be fabricated, etc. These times, along with the amount of uranium 

that must be processed and the energy required per unit mass of the uranium, 

will enable the reader to project time variations of energy requirements as 

desired. 
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An example of the use of these data in constructing a "dynamic 

energy analysis" is given in Figure 1.1. The cumulative energy require

ments are plotted as a function of time for the period beginning five 

years before power plants startup and extending to 1.5 years after startup 

at which time the "net energy output" was clearly positive and growing 

rapidly. Data in section 3 may be used to construct similar time dependent 

energy requirement curves for a large number of combinations of reactor 

types (with and without recycle), ore concentration, and enrichment tails 

assay. 
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2_̂  INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY 

Several previous investigators have undertaken to calculate the 

energy inputs necessary to construct and operate a nuclear power plant 

and have compared the required energy inputs with the electrical energy 

generated by the nuclear plant. These studies have been prompted in 

part by an increasing concern for efficient use of energy and a growing 

general interest in the patterns of energy use in industry; in part by 

a desire to compare nuclear plants with other types of electric gener

ating stations with respect to their own energy requirements and to 

determine whether very low grades of uranium ore would yield an accept

able energy balance; and finally, in some instances, by a desire to 

discredit nuclear energy specifically by demonstrating an unfavorable 

energy balance. 

We have reviewed these prior studies and find that many of them are 

not fully satisfactory. In most cases they do not fully meet the following 

specifications which we believe to be appropriate for such a study. 

1. The account of energy inputs must be complete. It should in

clude all operations and materials, both direct and indirect, that are 

required to build and operate the nuclear plant, including all phases 

of the nuclear fuel cycle. 

2. A clear distinction must be made between high-grade and low-grade 

energy inputs. In particular, it is not valid to compare electrical energy 

at 3413 BTU/kwh(e) with the heat content of fuels such as coal or oil that 

may be used (directly or indirectly) in constructing or operating the nu

clear plant. The use of electrical energy and of fossil fuels must be 

counted separately. 
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3. The timing of energy inputs and outputs may be important and 

should be noted in the accounting. The nuclear fuel cycle differs some

what from fossil-fuel systems in that fuel inventory for several years of 

operation, rather than for several months, must be on hand before the 

station starts to deliver electricity. Also, both the fuel cycle and 

plant construction require longer lead times for nuclear than for fossil 

plants. In analyzing the dynamics of the energy budget, the timing of 

these energy expenditures is relevant and must be taken into account. 

The present study accounts for the energy inputs and outputs in the 

uranium fuel cycle in a manner satisfying these specifications. 

2 .1 Energy in Different Forms 

If all of the inputs to the nuclear fuel cycle were electrical energy, 

it would not be difficult to maintain a balance sheet and indicate a net 

"profit" or "net energy" production. The largest electrical energy input 

in the uranium cycle is in the enrichment process which currently is ac

complished in a gaseous diffusion plant. In several of the other processes, 

e.g., mining and milling, substantial amounts of energy from fossil fuels are 

required. Gasoline and diesel fuel are used to power the mining equipment, 

and usually significant amounts of natural gas are used at the mill. The 

energy content of these quantities of fossil fuel cannot be simply equated 

to electrical energy if the fuel is not converted in a power plant. 

Energy in different forms has different levels of desirability. For 

most purposes electrical energy is regarded as a higher level energy than 

thermal energy; electrical energy can usually be converted to heat, but 

thermal energy can be converted into electricity only with attendant thermo

dynamic losses. However, some refined petroleum products have characteristics 

which make them more desirable for some purposes than electrical energy. 
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Similarly, natural gas has some advantages as a fuel which sometimes makes 

it more valuable than electricity. 

For many portable uses of energy, probably refined petroleum products 

have a level of desirability far greater than any other. Until our trans

portation system can somehow become highly electrified, the use of gasoline 

and diesel fuel seems to be the energy source for propelling vehicles. In 

this situation thermal energy contained in refined petroleum products is a 

more desirable energy than even electrical energy. 

In some other analyses, authors have multiplied electrical energy inputs 

by a heat rate for the production of electricity in a steam power generating 

station and deducted this from the total system output. This approach fails 

to account for the fact that the system is a producer of electricity (this 

is the primary function of the system), and it is more logical to simply 

subtract this electrical input from the electrical output of the system. 

Certainly, if one multiplies the electrical input by a heat rate factor 

(to charge for the thermal energy required to produce the electricity), 

then the electrical output should also be credited by multiplying the num

ber of megawatt hours produced by some suitable factor. 

On the other hand, some authors have converted the thermal energy 

supplied to the amount of electrical energy that could have been produced 

if this thermal energy had been used to produce electricity in a steam power 

generating station. This also seems a little simplistic to us, for it 

classes all fossil fuels together. It is clear that in the relatively 

near future, we can afford very little use of refined petroleum products 

or natural gas for the generation of electricity. Their short supply and 
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their high desirability in other energy systems will preclude their use 

in electrical generation except under most unusual circumstances. 

Because electrical energy and thermal energy are different quantities 

with different levels of desirability, we have kept thermal energy and 

electrical energy separate and simply tabulate the total requirements of 

each of these. Distinction was not made between the several fossil 

fuels, since for most of the nuclear fuel cycle the thermal energy require

ments are largely met by petroleum products. Of prime importance is the 

point that any power producing cycle requires both electrical energy inputs 

and thermal energy inputs. Examination of the levels of both quantities 

is necessary in evaluating the desirability of the cycle or its "net energy." 

2.2 Energy Categories for Each Process 

Between the locating of uranium reserves in the ground and the pro

duction of electrical energy at the reactor-generating station, the uranium 

must pass through many individual processes. Each is analyzed for its energy 

requirements. There are three distinct categories of energy that must be con

sidered if the energy analysis is to be in any sense complete. These categories 

are: 

a. The direct energy input to the process. 

This is the energy contained in any fuels that must be purchased 

directly and used in the performance of the process. This includes 

both fossil fuels purchased as well as electricity (but not the 

fossil fuels used to generate the electricity). Nearly all pro

cesses have some direct energy requirements to make them "go." 

The only exceptions are chemical processes which take place spon

taneously and exothermally. 
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b. The energy content of the materials required in each process. 

In the individual processes the energy requirements for the pro

duction of the raw materials must be charged to the process. Two 

examples in the uranium cycle are the energy content of sulfuric 

acid used in the milling process and the energy content of the 

cladding materials in the fabrication of fuel elements. 

c. The energy used in construction of capital facilities, buildings, 

and major equipment. 

If one is to make a complete accounting of energy inputs, the 

facilities that must be built to handle the individual processes 

in the uranium cycle must be considered. The construction of any 

facility has two types of energy which must be considered: the 

energy content of the materials that go into the building and 

the direct energy expenditures in the erection of the building. 

In addition, the manufacture of machinery contained in each of 

the processing plants requires energy expenditures. These ex

penditures were evaluated as completely as possible, but we did 

not consider the energy in the construction of the plant required 

to manufacture this machinery. This and other "third-order" 

energy inputs are extremely small in comparison to those in (a) 

and (b) and the primary construction inputs. 

For each of the many processes in the nuclear power cycle, the three 

different categories of energy input were considered. In most cases, the 

direct energy inputs were evaluated by searching for direct fuel and electri

city purchases, while the energy content of process materials were estimated 

through conversion of dollar value of the purchases to energy content through 
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the lEA TOTEN Program (developed especially for this work and described in 

Appendix 1). TOTEN was also used in evaluating the energy content of ma

terials of construction as an assistance in estimating the capital energy 

requirements for each process. 

2.3 Methodology 

The purpose of this study was to determine the total energy require

ments for producing electricity from a nuclear power plant. The energy re

quirements include both that used directly (e.g., the lights at the reactor 

or the fuel used by the uranium mining machinery) and that used indirectly 

(e.g., the energy used to produce the trucks which haul the ores or the 

energy used to make steel for the reactor vessel). The starting point 

for energy analysis is a process analysis. For a light water reactor, 

uranium must be mined, milled, converted, enriched, and fabricated into 

fuel before being partially consumed in a reactor. After use in the re

actor, the fuel is reprocessed and the wastes are sequestered. The reactor 

and other plants in the fuel cycle must be constructed and eventually destroyed. 

For each process in the fuel cycle, we can estimate the energy requirements 

for fuel, metals, and other goods and services. 

In most cases the dominant energy inputs to the processes in the 

uranium fuel cycle are direct energy inputs. We made extensive efforts 

to obtain these data as directly as possible using tabulated data from the 

Bureau of Mines for fuels actually purchased in the uranium mining and milling 

industry and used megawatt hours per SWU as consumed in the gaseous diffusion 

plants. 

In some of the processes in the uranium cycle, extensive use of chemicals 

and other materials in the process, e.g., sulfuric acid in the extraction of 
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uranium, and zirconium for cladding in fuel fabrication, became dominant 

rather than the direct energy inputs. Our first approach was to use the 

input-output methodology described in detail in Appendix 1 to estimate the 

energy content of these materials. However, when the quantities were large 

and the input-output categories broad, we felt the possible error involved 

dictated that we make efforts to obtain an estimate of the energy content 

from direct technological considerations. Sulfuric acid is an example of 

this situation; quantitative information on fuel purchases for sulfur mining 

operations was available, and we used these quantities multipled by fuel 

2 
energy equivalents specified by the U.S. Bureau of Mines. 

Another example in which direct energies do not dominate is that of 

the reactor itself. The reactor operation requires comparatively little 

direct energy from sources other than the uranium fuel. In this step in 

the operation, the heaviest energy inputs are those which come from the 

process materials (especially the chemicals necessary to treat the water 

circulating in the turbine cycle) and the construction of the reactor itself. 

While the direct energy use depends on the details of the individual 

processes in the fuel cycle, the indirect energy use depends on all of the 

processes in the economy which had a part in producing the goods used in 

the nuclear power cycle. An appropriate conceptual framework for the flows 

of energy, metals, and other materials and services in the economy is an 

input-output table; by using the procedures described in Appendix 1 for 

the smaller indirect energy requirements, all processes having an energy 

input to the nuclear power cycle were included, irrespective of where in 

the economy the indirect process occurred. The computer program, TOTEN, 
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was developed (Appendix 1) and used for evaluating indirect energy require

ments in the various processes required in the production of nuclear power. 
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3. REACTOR FUEL CYCLES 

In this chapter we discuss the various fuel cycles considered for 

the reactors included in this study. We then identify the amounts of 

material to be handled at each stage of each fuel cycle, per unit of 

electrical energy generated. 

3.1 Reactor Types Considered 

The light water reactors (PWR and BWR) operate on a low-enriched 

uranium cycle, with bred plutonium also undergoing fission to produce 

part of the energy. A diagram of the neutron reactions in this cycle is 

shown in Figure 3.1a. As light water reactors are normally operated, the 

239 241 
rate of formation of fissile plutonium ( Pu and Pu) is approximately 

235 
half of the combined rates of consumption of U and of bred fissile 

plutonium. 

While the High Temperature Gas-Cooled Reactor (HTGR) may also be 

operated on the low-enriched uranium cycle (as in Figure 3.1a), a higher 

233 
conversion ratio can be achieved by use of the thorium - U fuel 

cycle, which is shown in Figure 3.1b. (The conversion ratio is essentially 

the rate of production of new fissile fuel by neutron capture in fertile 

materials divided by the rate of consumption of fissile fuel in the reactor.) 

This is the cycle proposed by the General Atomic Company for HTGRs offered 

for sale in the United States. 

The CANDU reactors, presently in use or planned, operate on the 

uranium cycle (Figure 3.1a). However, other versions of this reactor 

type may be operated on the thorium cycle (Figure 3.1b) for the same 

reason as does the HTGR — to achieve a higher conversion ratio. 
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Figure 3.1 

Uranium and Thorium Fuel Cycles. (Nuclides in the circles are "fissile," 
i.e., they readily undergo fission in nuclear reactors. Nuclides enclosed 
in square boxes are fertile; they undergo very little fission themselves, 
at least in thermal-neutron reactors, but are converted by neutron capture 
into fissile nuclides. Underlined nuclides are unproductive.) 
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3.2 Fuel Cycles 

For the PWR and BWR, we consider the following modes of operation: 

A. Once-through fuel cycle, without recycle either of uranium or of 

Plutonium (see Figure 3.2). Recycle means recovery from spent fuel and 

reuse in the same reactor or its equivalent. Since the uranium, during 

235 its residence in the reactor, is depleted from aproximately 3% U to about 

235 
0.8% U (just above natural concentration), recycle of the uranium requires 

reenrichment. Only 20-25% of the recovered uranium is actually returned to the 

reactor; the remaining 75-80% goes to enrichment-plant tails. Recycled plu-

tium, on the other hand, does not change composition between discharge from 

and return to the reactor (except for a small amount of radioactive decay 

of Pu). 

B. Recycle the uranium from spent fuel, but not the plutoniura. The 

235 
irradiated uranium has a slightly higher U content than does natural 

uranium; its use significantly reduces the amount of natural uranium feed 

required, but has little effect on the energy required for enrichment. 

C. Recycle both the uranium (after reenrichment) and the plutonium 

recovered from spent fuel. Plutonium recycle reduces both natural uranium 

and separative work requirements. 

Schematic diagrams of these cycles are shown in Figure 3.2. 

For the HTGR, we consider only the case in which bred fissionable 

233 
material (primarily U) is recycled repeatedly, while enriched uranium 

makeup feed is recycled only once and then discarded, in order to limit 

the accumulation of U (which captures neutrons unproductively). 

The composition of fresh fuel and the details of the refuelling 

schedule can be modified, according to the wishes of the reactor owner, to 

achieve various values of the fuel conversion ratio. (The conversion ratio 
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LWR FUEL CYCLES 

acllities: 

E = Enrichment plant C = Chemical Reprocessing 
F = Fuel Fabrication S = Storage 
R = Reactor W = Waste Disposal 
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HTGR FUEL CYCLE 

Facilities: Materials: 

E = Enrichment plant 
F = Fuel Fabrication 
R = Reactor 
C = Chemical Reprocessing 
S = Storage 
W = Waste Disposal 

HU ' = once burned make-up uranium 
H U " = twice burned make-up uranium 
RU = equilibrium-recycle bred uranium 

(Dashed line indicates optional variation.) 
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235 
determines the needed amount of 'U "makeup", and hence the required 

amounts of natural uranium and separative work.) The choice of operating 

conditions is a matter of economic optimization. We consider two cases, a 

"Standard HTGR," with operating conditions believed by the manufacturer to 

be near optimum under near-term economic conditions, and a "High-gain HTGR," 

believed to be more nearly typical of optimum conditions perhaps two decades 

from now. The former has a conversion ratio of 0.66, the latter, 0.80. 

3.3 Effects of Varying Enrichment Tails 

An additional factor affecting the amounts of natural uranium and en-

235 
richment energy required is the concentration of U in the enrichment plant 

tails — the tails assay. The enrichment process separates an input stream 

235 2 "̂8 
of uranium (containing, for our purposes, primarily U and U) into two 

235 
streams, one containing a higher and one a lower concentration of U than 

the input stream (i.e., the product and tails streams, respectively). 

The amounts of feed material and of separative work* required to produce a 

235 
given amount of product of specified assay ( U concentration) depend on 

235 the U concentrations of the feed and of the tails. A higher tails assay 

requires more feed and less separative work for a given product, and con

versely a lower tails assay requires less feed and more work. Thus, for 

example, a high tails assay conserves diffusion-plant capacity, but makes 

inefficient use of mined uranium, while a low tails assay tends to conserve 

uranium but requires more enrichment capacity and more energy for a given 

amount of product. 

The choice of tails assay generally involves an economic trade-off 

between the cost of feed material and the cost of separative work, although 

*An explanation of separative work is given in section 6. 
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special adjustments might be made to allow for a temporary shortage of 

uranium of plant capacity, or of electric power. In the past (e.g., 

with uranium at $8/lb. U 0 and separative work at $26/SWU) the optimum 

tails assay was around 0.2%. During the next few years, ERDA will in

crease the tails assay to 0.275% and then to 0.3%. Over the long term, 

however, if uranium prices should continue to rise and if adequate separa

tive work capacity is available at no more than $70-$100/SWU), we may expect 

tails assays again to fall to 0.2% or less, reflecting a greater emphasis 

on conserving uranium than on conserving separative work. In this study 

we have collected data on uranium and separative work requirements (for 

each reactor fuel cycle) for three values of the tails assay, i.e., 0.2%, 

0-275%, and 0.3%. As will be seen in Chapter 12, uranium enrichment is 

the principal contributor among all of the energy expenditures required 

to produce electricity from the nuclear reactors operating on enriched 

uranium. 

3.4 Mass Flow of Fuel 

Our data concerning mass flows of fuel (amounts and compositions 

of fuel to and from the reactor), for most of the reactors studied, were 

obtained from ERDA's Office of Planning and Analysis, (APA) in the form of data 

sheets listing annual fuel requirements for the first twenty-five years 

of reactor life, with allowance for lead times and for losses. These same 

data were used by APA in preparing the table of reactor characteristics in 

2 
WASH-1139(74). We have also derived some further information from the 

same data, notably material requirements for the LWR cycles without uranium 

recycle by calculating the additional uranium and separative work needed 

to compensate for lack of the recycled uranium. 
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For the Heavy Water Reactor (HWR) cycles, following conversations with 

staff members of Atomic Energy of Canada, Ltd., we have used fuel inventory 

3 
and fuel exposure data from a recent paper by Foster and Critoph. We have 

not attempted to develop detailed fuelling data for the short period of 

transition from initial core to equilibrium core for the HWR (CANDU). 

The mass flows of fuel materials to and from the reactors are independent 

of enrichment-plant tails assay, although natural uranium and separative work 

requirements are not. We therefore display first the fuel requirements for 

each reactor, and then indicate the variations in uranium and separative 

work requirements associated with different tails assays. In these calcula

tions, the following losses were assumed; in fuel fabrication — 1% of heavy 

metal input; for reprocessing — 1.5% of uranium and thorium; 1% of plutonium 

and (for the HTGR) of fissile uranium. 

The approximate timing of fuel cycle operations is shown in Table 3.1. 

We have assumed the following plant factors in this study: for the first 

year after start of commercial operation - 0.40; second and third years -

0.65; fourth and subsequent years — 0.75. All quantities are normalized 

for an assumed 1000 MlV(e) reactor with these plant factors. The amounts of 

fuel charged to the reactors are shown in Tables 3.2 and 3.3. Required 

amounts of natural uranium as enrichment-plant feed and requirements of 

separative work are shown in Tables 3.4 — 3.7. Most of the energy inputs 

to the nuclear power system are directly proportional to the required uranium 

feed. Therefore, these numbers are of fundamental importance in the net energy 

study, and it is appropriate to compare them with other independently obtained 

numbers, including data from operating reactors. The comparisons were made 

for an enrichment-piant tails assay of 0.30%, although 0.20% could equally 
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TABLE 3.1 

TIMING OF FUEL CYCLE OPERATIONS 

(ALL ENTRIES ARE IN YEARS) 

RELATIVE TO START OF COMMERICAL OPERATIONS 

REACTOR 

PWR 
i 

BWR 

HTGR 

HWR 

BATCH 
NUMBER 

lb 

2 

3 

4 

5C 

lb 

2 

3 

4 

5C 

lb 

2 

3 

4 

5C 

1 
2d 

3 

4 

5 

PROCURE 

-2.25 

-0.25 

0.75 

1.75 

2.75 

-2.25 

0.25 

1.25 

2.5 

3.5 

-2.25 

0 

1 

2 

3 

-1.75 

0.25 

1.25 

2.25 

3.25 

ENRICH 
U 

-1.75 

0.25 

1.25 

2.25 

3.25 

-1.75 

0.75 

1.75 

3 

4 

-1.75 

0.5 

1.5 

2.5 

3.5 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

FABRICATE 
FUEL 

-1.5 

0.5 

1.5 

2.5 

3.5 

-1.5 

1 

2 

3.25 

4.75 

-1.5 

0.75 

1.75 

2.75 

3.75 

-1.5 

0.5 

1.5 

2.5 

3.5 

RE/ 
LOAD 

-0.5 

1 

2 

3 

4 

-0.5 

1.5 

2.5 

3.75 

4.75 

-0.5 

1.25 

2.25 

3.25 

4.25 

-0.5 

1 

2 

3 

4 

ĈTOR 
UNLOAD* 

1,2,3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

1.5,2.5, 
3.75 

4.75 

5.75 

6.75 

7.75 

1.25-4.25 

5.25 

6.25 

7.25 

8.25 

1.5+ 

2.5 

3.5 

4.5 

5.5 

REPROCESS 

1.5-3.5 

4.5 

5.5 

6.5 

7.5 

2,3,4.25 
5.25 

6.25 

7.25 

8.25 

1.75-4.75 

5.75 

6.75 

7.75 

8.75 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

The first few batches are generally of unequal size. Thus, a given batch may 
not all be unloaded all at one time. 
Lead times for the first batch (the initial core) are assumed to be longer 
than for the second and subsequent batches. 
All subsequent batches are assumed to occur at one-year intervals. 
HWR has continuous on-stream refuelling. Thus, the "batches" listed are 
aggregated annual requirements. 
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TABLE 3.2 

TIMING AND MASS FLOWS OF FUEL TO REACTOR* 

REACTOR/CYCLE 

A. PWR 

No Pu Recycle 

B. BWR 

No Pu Recycle 

C. Standard HTGR 

D. High Gain HTGR 

TIME^ 

(Years) 

-0.5 
1 
2 

^ 

-0.5 
1.5 
2.5 
3.75 
4.75 
5.75d 

-1.75 
0.5 
1.5 
2.5 
3.5 
4.5 
5.5 
6.5 
7.5d 

-1.75 
0.5 
1.5 
2.5 
3.5d 

FUEL TO REACTOR 

(Kg. U) 

79547 
16015 
22772 
22772 
25458 

105039 
39189 
27132 
30137 
31306 
29200 

1552 
409 
559 
330 
405 
410 
356 
368 
362 

1426 
400 
569 
164 
202 

(% " ^ U ) ^ 

> 

2.260 
3.205 
3.205 
3.205 
3.205 

2.03 
2.73 
2.73 
2.73 
2.73 
2.73 

1446® 
381 
521 
307 
379 
382 
332 
343 
337 

1328® 
373 
530 
153 
188 

Footnotes: a. Assumes plant factors: year 1(0.40), 2(0.65), 3(0.65)^ >̂  4(0.75) 
b. Relative to start of commercial operation. 
c. Weighted averages of compositions. 
d. Subsequent years identical to this. -35 
e. For HTGRs figures in this column are Kg U. 
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TABLE 3.3 

TIMING AND MASS FLOWS OF FUEL TO REACTOR^ 

WITH PU RECYCLE 

PWR 

TIME^ 

YEARS 

-\n 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15^ 

CHARGED TO REACTOR 

kgUC 

79547 

16015 

22772 

20634 

21471 

21047 

20368 

20340 

20340 

19538 

18845 

18686 

18432 

18421 

18421 

18120 

% 235ud 

2.260 

3.205 

3.205 

3.199 

3.193 

3.192 

3.189 

3.189 

3.189 

3.186 

3.183 

3.182 

3.181 

3.180 

3.180 

3.179 

kg.Nat.U® 

2069 

3859 

4269 

4926 

4954 

4954 

5729 

6400 

6554 

6800 

6810 

6810 

7101 

Kg.Fis
sile Pu^ 

69 

129 

142 

164 

165 

165 

191 

214 

219 

227 

227 

227 

237 

BWR 

TIME^ 

YEARS 

-0.5 

1.5 

2.5 

3.75 

4.75 

5.75 

6.75 

7.75 

8.75 

9.75 

10.75 

11.75 

12.75 

13.75 

14.75 

15.75^ 

CHARGED TO REACTOR 

KgU*= 

105039 

39189 

27132 

18515 

31306 

23347 

22398 

22848 

22842 

22836 

18635 

22848 

20727 

20382 

20545 

20154 

% 235^ 

2.03 

2.73 

2.73 

2.73 

2.73 

2.73 

2.73 

2.73 

2.73 

2.73 

2.73 

2.73 

2.73 

2.73 

2.73 

2.73 

Kg.Nat.U^ 

11326 

5702 

6628 

6189 

6195 

6200 

10295 

8257 

8592 

8592 

8433 

8435 

Kg.Fis
sile Pu 

296 

--

149 

173 

162 

162 

162 

269 

162 

216 

225 

220 

220 

1 

Footnotes: a. Assumed plant factors in Table 3.2. 
b. Relative to start of commercial operation. 
c. Slightly enriched uranium. 
d. Average of two enrichments (three for initial batch). 
e. Natural U "enriched" with recycled Pu ('̂'3.23 gm fissile Pu 

per kg. of natural U, for PWR; 2.61 gm for BWR). 
f. 239- ^ 241i, 

Pu + Pu. 
g. Subsequent cycles are not identical. 
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Table 3.4 

PWR REQUIREMENTS FOR NATURAL URANIUM AND 

SEPARATIVE WORK vs TAILS ASSAY* 

Batch 
Number 

Natural Uranium to 
Enrichment Plant (mT) 

0.20%* 0.275%* 0.30%* 

i 

1 

2 

3 

4 

323.93 

95.14 

135.27 

135.27 

151.23 

365.83 

108.71 

154.59 

154.59 

172.83 

383.20 

114.35 

162.60 

162.60 

181.78 

Separative Work ( 

0.20%* 0.275%* 

lO^Kg) 

0.30%* 

Nat. 

U (mT)*' 

No Recycle 

221.71 

76.99 

109.51 

109.51 

122.43 

183.84 

64.68 

91.98 

91.98 

102.83 

173.75 

61.45 

87.40 

87.40 

97.71 

Uranium Recycle Only 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7^ 

323.93 

95.14 

119.52 

114.04 

124.46 

117.38 

118.50 

365.83 

108.71 

139.22 

133.87 

145.47 

137.71 

139.03 

383.20 

114.35 

146.77 

141.48 

153.52 

145.50 

146.90 

221.71 

76.99 

109.32 

109.73 

118.51 

115.96 

116.74 

183.84 

64.68 

92.11 

92.40 

100.15 

98.20 

98.80 

173.75 

61.45 

87.27 

87.53 

94.99 

93.20 

93.76 

U + Pu Recycle 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

323.93 

95.14 

119.52 

101.07 

100.26 

365.83 

108.71 

139.22 

119.67 

118.30 

383.20 

114.35 

146.77 

125.81 

124.42 

221.71 

76.99 

109.32 

99.14 

98.77 

183.84 

64.68 

92.11 

83.22 

83.38 

173.75 

61.45 

87.27 

79.07 

79.22 

0 

0 

0 

2.09 

3.90 
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Table 3.4 (cont.) 

PWR REQUIREMENTS FOR NATURAL URANIUM AND 

SEPARATIVE WORK vs TAILS ASSAY* 

Batch 
Number 

Natural Uranium 
Enrichment Plant 

2.20%* 0.275%* 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25^ 

90.61 

87.61 

87.44 

90.33 

87.96 

84.32 

84.25 

82.74 

82.67 

83.72 

83.23 

80.00 

78.33 

77.24 

76.90 

77.02 

76.28 

75.29 

75.29 

74.05 

107.73 

104.35 

104.15 

107.13 

104.16 

99.93 

99.72 

98.00 

97.93 

98.98 

98.33 

94.65 

92.68 

91.39 

90.94 

91.01 

90.06 

88.87 

88.14 

87.37 

to 
fmT) 

0.30%* 

U + Pu 

113.30 

109.74 

109.53 

112.67 

109.54 

105.10 

104.88 

103.07 

102.99 

104.10 

103.41 

99.54 

97.47 

96.11 

95.64 

95.71 

94.72 

93.46 

92.70 

91.89 

Separative Work ( 

0.20%* 0.275%* 

Recycle (cont.) 

94.12 

91.54 

91.40 

92.10 

88.73 

85.44 

84.80 

83.55 

83.50 

83.66 

82.75 

80.22 

78.56 

77.49 

77.04 

76.66 

75.58 

74.48 

73.76 

73.10 

79.74 

77.49 

77.38 

77.89 

75.01 

72.23 

71.67 

70.62 

70.58 

70.70 

69.92 

67.79 

66.39 

65.49 

65.10 

64.76 

63.84 

62.92 

62.30 

61.75 

lO^Kg) 

0.30%* 

75.76 

73.63 

73.52 

74.01 

71.27 

68.63 

68.10 

67.10 

67.06 

67.17 

66.43 

64.41 

63.08 

62.22 

61.85 

61.53 

60.66 

59.78 

59.19 

58.67 

Nat., 
U (mT)" 

4.31 

5.00 

5.00 

5.00 

5.79 

6.47 

6.62 

6.87 

6.88 

6.88 

7.21 

7.58 

7.82 

8.04 

8.13 

8.22 

8.45 

8.68 

8.83 

8.96 

a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 

Enrichment plant tails assay. 
Natural uranium mixed with recycled plutonium. 
Subsequent batches identical to this one. 
Subsequent batches (26-30) may be estimated by linear projection, fitted to 
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Table 3.5 

BWR REQUIREMENTS FOR NATURAL URANIUM AND 

SEPARATIVE WORK vs TAILS ASSAY* 

Batch 
Number 

Natural Uranium to 
Enrichment Plant (mT) 

0.20%* 0.275%* 0.30%* 

Separative Work (lO^Kg) 

0.20%* 0.275%* 1 0.30%* 
Nat. , 
U (mT)" 

No Recycle 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6^ 

379.96 

195.99 

135.69 

150.72 

156.56 

146.03 

427.08 

222.89 

154.32 

171.41 

178.05 

166.07 

446.60 

234.04 

162.03 

179.98 

186.96 

174.38 

239.22 

147.27 

101.96 

113.25 

117.64 

109.72 

196.47 

122.85 

85.05 

94.47 

98.14 

91.53 

185.30 

116.47 

80.64 

89.57 

93.04 

86.78 

Uranium Recycle Only 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11*= 

379.96 

195.99 

135.69 

85.79 

130.10 

120.08 

107.64 

109.16 

111.87 

112.41 

111.33 

427.08 

222.89 

154.32 

102.2 

152.0 

141.1 

126.6 

128.1 

131.2 

131.9 

130.6 

446.60 

234.04 

162.03 

108.43 

160.39 

149.13 

133.89 

135.29 

138.66 

139.33 

137.98 

U 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

379.96 

195.99 

135.69 

27.67 

130.10 

90.81 

73.63 

77.40 

427.08 

222.89 

154.32 

37.17 

152.75 

108.74 

88.83 

92.72 

446.60 

234.04 

162.03 

39.03 

160.39 

114.18 

93.27 

97.36 

239.22 

147.27 

101.96 

94.27 

117.38 

111.24 

104.33 

103.95 

105.79 

106.14 

105.43 

196.47 

122.85 

85.05 

80.0 

98.3 

92.9 

87.8 

87.5 

88.9 

89.1 

88.6 

185.30 

116.47 

80.64 

75.95 

92.87 

87.73 

83.09 

82.81 

84.11 

84.36 

83.86 

+ Pu Recycle 

239.22 

147.27 

101.96 

50.60 

117.38 

89.25 

78.77 

80.09 

196.47 

122.85 

85.05 

43.68 

97.96 

74.19 

66.32 

67.44 

185.30 

116.47 

80.64 

41.41 

92.87 

70.34 

62.88 

63.94 

0 

0 

0 

11.44 

0 

5.76 

6.70 

6.25 
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Table 3.5 (cont.) 

BWR REQUIREMENTS FOR NATURAL URANIUM AND 

SEPARATIVE WORK Vs TAILS ASSAY* 

Batch 
Number 

Natural Uranium to 
Enrichment Plant (mT) 

0.20%* 0.275%* 0.30%* 

Separative Work (lO^Kg) 

0.20%* 0.275%* 0.30%* 
Nat., 

U fmT) 

U + Pu Recycle (cont.) 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

1 23 

24 

25̂ ^ 

80.08 

80.59 

72.31 

79.57 

75.91 

75.32 

75.60 

74.04 

71.18 

66.98 

69.44 

67.68 

67.07 

66.80 

66.39 

65.94 

64.31 

95.89 

96.50 

85.12 

95.28 

90.17 

89.34 

89.73 

87.98 

84.77 

79.30 

82.81 

80.38 

79.59 

79.26 

78.74 

78.19 

75.96 

100.69 

101.33 

89.39 

100.05 

94.68 

93.81 

94.22 

92.38 

89.01 

83.27 

86.95 

84.40 

83.57 

83.23 

82.68 

82.10 

79.76 

81.90 

82.23 

67.44 

81.56 

74.45 

73.30 

73.85 

72.76 

70.86 

64.54 

69.55 

66.35 

65.41 

65.13 

64.60 

64.03 

61.16 

68.79 

69.03 

56.57 

68.55 

62.52 

61.53 

62.00 

61.09 

59.51 

54.17 

58.42 

55.71 

54.91 

54.68 

54.24 

53.75 

51.31 

65.22 

65.45 

53.63 

64.99 

59.27 

58.34 

58.78 

57.92 

56.42 

51.36 

55.39 

52.82 

52.06 

51.84 

51.42 

50.96 

48.65 

6.26 

6.26 

10.40 

6.25 

8.34 

8.68 

8.52 

8.57 

8.70 

10.38 

8.88 

9.80 

10.05 

10.10 

10.22 

10.36 

11.16 

a. Enrichment plant tails assay. 

b. Natural uranium mixed with recycled plutonium. 

c. Subsequent batches identical to this one. 

d. Subsequent batches (26-30) may be estimated by linear projection 
fitted to batches 20-26. 
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Table 3.6 

HTGR REQUIREMENTS FOR NATURAL URANIUM AND 

SEPARATIVE WORK vs TAILS ASSAY* 

Batch ̂  
Number 

Natural Uranium (mT) 

0.20%* 0.275%* 0.30%* 

Separative Work (lO^Kg) 

0.20%* 0.275%* 0.30%* 

HTGR Standard (with recycle) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9" 

282.31 

74.32 

101.68 

60.00 

73.67 

74.52 

64.80 

67.02 

65.82 

330.60 

87.03 

119.08 

70.27 

86.27 

87.27 

75.89 

78.48 

77.09 

350.62 

92.30 

126.28 

74.52 

91.49 

92.55 

80.48 

83.24 

81.75 

366.22 

96.41 

131.91 

77.84 

95.57 

96.67 

84.06 

86.94 

85.39 

322.39 

84.87 

116.12 

68.52 

84.13 

85.10 

74.00 

76.53 

75.17 

310.94 

81.86 

111.99 

66.09 

81.14 

82.08 

71.37 

73.82 

72.50 

HTGR High Gain (with recycle) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5^ 

259.4 

72.8 

103.5 

29.9 

36.74 

303.8 

85.2 

121.2 

35.0 

43.0 

322.2 

90.4 

128.5 

37.0 

45.63 

336.5 

94.4 

134.2 

38.7 

47.67 

296.2 

83.1 

118.1 

34.1 

42.0 

285.7 

80.1 

114.0 

32.9 

40.47 

a. Enrichment plant tails assay. 

b. After the first batch, these are annual equivalents to allow for refueling 
several times a year in the case of High Gain HTGR. 

c. Subsequent batches identical to this with constant plant factor of 0.75. 
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TABLE 3.7 

APPROXIMATE HWR(CANDU) REQUIREMENTS FOR NATURAL URANIUM* 

(NATURAL URANIUM FUEL, WITH AND WITHOUT SELF-SUSTAINING PU RECYCLE) 

BATCH 

NUMBERb 

l" 

2 

3 

4 

s" 

WITHOUT PU 

RECYCLE 

125 

122 

122 

122 

122 

WITH PU 

RECYCLE 

125 

122 

122 

122 

51 

a. Based on 7500 MWd(t)/mT of uranium without recycle, and 
1800 MWd/mT with recycle; see reference 3, Figure 1. 
(No detailed computation of transition from initial 
core to equilibrium cycle). 

b. HWR has continuous on-stream refueling; the quantities 
listed are aggregate annual fuel requirements at 0.75 
plant factor. 

c. First core loading, according to Reference 3, Table 2. 

d. Equilibrium annual requirement at 0.75 plant factor. 
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well have been chosen for this purpose. The data, as shown in Tables 3.4 and 

3.5, for 0.3% tails and without recycle, are 242 metric tons of natural 

uranium per 1000 MWyr(e) for the PWR and 233 metric tons per 1000 MWyr(e) 

for the BWR. Other recent fuel cycle data obtained from reactor manufacturers 

as typical of their current product lines indicate an expected value of 

233 mtU/per 1000 MWyr(e) for a PWR and 225 mtU per 1000 Mltfyr(e) for a BWR 

(each about 4% smaller than the figure used here). 

4 
Nuclear Assurance Corporation has recently completed a study for FEA 

concerning fuel failures and their effect on energy extraction from nuclear 

fuel. Operating experience at seventeen reactors that began operation be

tween 1969 and 1973 has been analyzed to compare actual attained fuel ex

posures with those anticipated prior to the start of operation. The study 

showed that the first few fuel batches in these seventeen reactors produced, 

in the aggregate, 11% less energy than had been expected [52 million megawatt 

days (thermal) actual versus 58.5 million megawatt days (thermal) expected] 

This shortfall in energy production appears to have resulted entirely from 

early difficulties with fuel performance, and not from insufficient reactivity 

in the fuel. Most of the lost energy production occurred in three reactors 

from which a substantial amount of fuel was discharged prematurely because of 

fuel failures. In the other fourteen reactors, actual energy achieved has 

apparently averaged about 96% of the expected energy. It should be noted 

that a 4% difference is generally within the uncertainty in the attained 

energy since cumulative energy production must be attributed in part to fuel 

discharged from the reactor and in part to fuel remaining in the reactor.) 
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Fuel failure problems for the most part occurred early in reactor life, with 

subsequent energy production largely conforming to design expectation. 

Figure 3.4 shows a comparison of actual and expected performance for each 

of the seventeen reactors. For reactors experiencing early difficulty, most 

of the curve is shown; for others, only the latter segment or the last 

available point is shown. Most attain a 45" slope, even if they lie below 

the ideal line, indicating resolution of early fuel problems and subsequent 

attainment of expected fuel performance. We believe the fuel failure prob

lems are temporary and that calculated (design) fuel exposures are an appro

priate basis for this analysis. 

Since the refueling cycles become identical, or nearly so, rather early 

in the life of each reactor, the cumulative requirements for uranium and for 

separative work as a function of time after start of commerical operation, 

can be represented quite well as a straight line with a finite intercept at 

t = 0. This intercept may be different from the actual initial core re

quirements (incurred before t = 0), since the intercept simply results from 

the backward projection of the equilibrium cumulative-requirements line. 

For the plutonium recycle cases, no actual equilibrium is attained and a 

quadratic representation proved to be better than a linear one. We thus 

represent the cumulative requirements, y, as: 

y = Ao for -2.25 < t < 0 (uranium) 

-1.75 < t < 0 (separative work) 

and y = A+ BFt - CF^ (t-15)^ for t > 0 
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Figure 3.4 
PERFORMANCE OF 17 OPERATING REACTORS 

Achieved Energy-
Millions of Megawatt days (thermal) 
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where: 

Ao is the actual initial core requirement, 

A is the intercept at t = 0, 

B is the equilibrium slope, 

C is the small second-order correction for plutonium-recycle cases only. 

F is the plant factor, e.g., 0.75, with deviations from this value in 

the first three years assimilated into the value of the intercept A. 

The lead times for uranium procurement and for enrichment are allowed 

for in determining the intercepts. The coefficients Ao, A, B, and C are shown 

in Table 3.8. 

Table 3.9 gives the total lifetime requirements for natural uranium feed, 

separative work, and the fuel feed to the reactor for each cyle. These 

are the quantities required to generate 22,500 MWyr of electrical energy. 

They include the initial core loading and all reloads, up to about the thirtieth 

year, that are necessary to reach 22,500 MlVyr(e) without reducing reactor power 

capability (i.e., no coastdown at the end). No adjustment has been made for 

the salvage value of the fuel, although a salvage value approximately equal to 

A-B could be justified, i.e., the terminal fuel load from one reactor could be 

used to reduce the initial fuel requirements for a new reactor. 

3.5 References 

1. Bown, Robert, Private Communication, APA, ERDA. 

2. Nuclear Power Growth, 1974-2000, AEC Report WASH-1139(74),p.24, 

February 1974. 

3. Foster, J. S., and E. Critoph. "The Status of the Canadian Nuclear 

Power Program and Possible Future Strategies," Paper presented at 

the Wingspread Conference on Advanced Converters and Near Breeders, 

Racine, Wisconsin, May 14-16, 1975 (To be published in Annals of 

Nuclear Energy.) 
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Table 3.8 

COEFFICIENTS FOR DETERMINING NATURAL URANIUM AND SEPARATIVE WORK 

REQUIREMENTS FROM EQUATIONS (3.1) and (3.2) vs TAILS ASSAY 

Reactor 

PWR no recycle 

U recycle only 

U+Pu recycle 

BWR no recycle 

U recycle only 

U+Pu recycle 

HTGR standard, 
with recycle 

high gain, 
with recycle 

Tails 
% 235u 

0.20 

0.275 

0.30 

0.20 

0.275 

0.30 

0.20 

0.275 

0.30 

0.20 

0.275 

0.30 

0.20 

0.275 

0.30 

0.20 

0.275 

0.30 

0.20 

0.275 

0.30 

0.20 

0.275 

0.30 

Natural Uranium (mT) 

A„ 

324 

366 

383 

324 

366 

383 

324 

366 

383 

380 

427 

447 

380 

427 

447 

380 

427 

447 

282 

331 

351 

259 

304 

322 

A 

349 

395 

414 

391 

440 

460 

486 

584 

616 

435 

490 

512 

487 

542 

566 

660 

765 

800 

371 

434 

460 

374 

438 

464 

B 

202 

230 

242 

158 

185 

196 

118 

137 

143 

195 

221 

233 

148 

174 

184 

108 

125 

131 

88 

102 

109 

49 

57 

61 

C 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.68 

0.93 

1.01 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.71 

0.85 

0.90 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Separative H 

^P 
222 

184 

174 

222 

184 

174 

222 

184 

174 

239 

196 

185 

239 

196 

185 

239 

196 

185 

366 

322 

311 

337 

296 

391 

A 

181 

149 

141 

198 

162 

153 

360 

315 

300 

226 

185 

175 

230 

187 

177 

460 

390 

366 

438 

386 

372 

461 

406 

391 

ork (103Kg) 

B 

163 

137 

130 

156 

132 

125 

108 

92 

87 

146 

122 

116 

141 

118 

112 

95 

80 

75 

114 

100 

97 

64 

56 

54 

C 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1.10 

0.95 

0.90 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1.00 

0.90 

0.86 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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TABLE 3.9 

FUEL CYCLE SUMMARY TABLE 

LIFETIME REQUIREMENTS OF URANIUM SEPARATIVE WORK, AND REACTOR FUEL 

FUEL CYCLE 

PWR No Recycle 

U Recycle 

U+Pu Recycle 

BWR No Recycle 

U Recycle 

U+Pu Recycle 

HTGR Standard 

High Gain 

HWR No Recycle 
(Candu) 

Pu Recycle 

ENRICHMENT 
TAILS ASSAY 

0.20% 
0.275% 
0.30% 

0.20% 
0.275% 
0.30% 

0.20% 
0.275% 
0.30% 

0.20% 
0.275% 
0.30% 

0.20% 
0.275% 
0.30% 

0.20% 
0.275% 
0.30% 

0.20% 
0.275% 
0.30% 

0.20% 
0.275% 
0.30% 

NA 

NA 

"LIFETIME" REQUIREMENTS - 22,500 MWy(e)* 

NATURAL URANIUM 
mT 

4732 
5404 
5682 

3825 
4469 
4718 

2990 
3475 
3643 

4670 
5306 
5569 

3715 
4329 
4567 

2887 
3347 
3500 

2278 
2668 
2829 

1439 
1685 
1787 

3831 

1888 

SEPARATIVE WORK 
SWU(103kg) 

3790 
3181 
3022 

3639 
3075 
2917 

2657 
2240 
2127 

3462 
2885 
2735 

3340 
2801 
2651 

2402 
2011 
1906 

2955 
2601 
2509 

1866 
1644 
1584 

NA 

NA 

FUEL LOAD 
mT 

822 
822 
822 

822 
822 
822 

802 
802 
802 

964 
964 
964 

964 
964 
964 

946 
946 
946 

257 
257 
257 

257 
257 
257 

3831 

1888 

*30-year operation of a 1000 MW(e) power plant at an average 0.75 plant factor. 
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4. Nuclear Assurance Corporation, "A Special Report on the Effects of 

Fuel Problems on Energy Extraction from Nuclear Fuel,: 1975. 
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4. MINING AND MILLING 

The energy requirements for the mining and the beneficiation (milling) 

process are analyzed for both conventional sandstone ores as currently being 

mined (average uranium concentration ~ 0.176% by weight) and for the Chatta

nooga Shales (assumed concentration of .006% uranium). 

To the extent possible, all energy inputs required in all phases of 

exploration, mining, transport, an-i milling were included in accordance 

with the conventions a-̂ opted for this study. Energy requirements for each 

process were divided into three categories: 

1. Energy required in process applications — i.e., energy purchased 

directly as fuels or electricity by operating mines and mills. 

2. Energy inputs associated with process material requirements 

(e.g., the energy required to produce the sulpuric acid consumed 

in uranium mills). 

4.1 Uranium Mining 

Virtually all of the uranium produced currently in the United States 

is recovered from high-grade sandstone deposits in the Western United States. 

Typically, the ore bodies occur as lenses and pods of various sizes and 

shapes lying in random arrangements. The direct energy requirements for 

the extrapolation of these "conventional" ores from the ground have been 

determined from United States Bureau of Mines data for the year 1973. 

The Bureau of Mines surveyed each of the uranium mining operations and 

determined the amount of energy purcliased by that mine operation. Electri

city was reported in kilowatt hours. Petroleum products were divided into 

four categories - heavy fuel oil, diesel and light fuel oil, gasoline. 
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and other petroleum products and amounts reported in gallons for each. Quan

tities of natural gas were also reported for each mining operation. The 

total amount of uranium produced by those mining operations reporting was 

5,968,052 short tons of ore. This is over 91% of the 6,537,000 tons of ore 

3 
reported by the Atomic Energy Commission for 1973. These data are presented 

in Table 4-1 and indicate a total energy expenditure of 110,431 megawatt hours 

of electricity, plus 2,344,097 million BTUs of fossil fuel required directly 

in mining of 5,968,052 short tons of ore. 

Chattanooga Shale underlies about 40,000 square miles of the Southeast 

United States and is a large potential low-grade source of uranium. It is 

found in two principal layers, one of which is estimated to contain approxi

mately 4 million tons of uranium at an average concentration of 60 ppm (by 

weight); the other is estimated to contain about 6 million tons of uranium 

at concentration between 20 and 50 ppm. We have based our estimates of 

energy requirements on the higher grade, containing the equivalent of 0.007% 

The projected recovery technique is an underground room-and-pillar 

mine in which tunnel-boring machines break up and extract the shale, followed 

by grinding of the ores and a leaching and solvent extraction milling tech

nique. An analysis of the comparable direct energy requirements in the mining 

2 

of Chattanooga Shales has been deduced from Bieniewski, et. al., which des

cribes a hypothetical underground mine producing 6.6 million short tons 

of shale per year. This mine will require 51,264 megawatt hours of elec

tricity and 660,000 gallons of diesel fuel. As seen from Table 4-1, the 



1 CLU ±^' '-t- m X 

URANIUM MINING - DIRECT ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 

Conventional Ores [.208% U„0„3 
.3 o 

1973 Data for 5,968,052 short 
tons of ore - U.S. Bureau of 
Mines 

(9550 mT Uranium) 

Energy Use Reported 

Electricity Purchased 
110,423 MIVH 
Heavy Fuel Oil 
461,764 gal. 
Diesel § Light Fuel 
Oil 
14,531,063 gal. 
Gasoline 
859,882 gal. 
Other Petroleum 
702,430 
Natural Gas 
49.3 X 10^ cu.ft. 
Other Energy 
8 MIV'H 

Conversion Factor 

1 

149,690 BTU/gal. 

138,690 BTU/gal. 

124,952 BTU/gal. 

144,405 BTU/gal. 

1,031 BTU/cu.ft. 

1 

Totals 
per short ton ore 
per metric ton Uranium leaving mill* 

Chattanooga Shales (.0070% U,0„1 
3 8 

Bieniewski, et. al. , 
Underground mine 6.6 x 10 
Short tons shale/yr. 
(250 mT Uranium) 

Energy Use Reported 

Electricity Purchased 
51,264 MWH 
Diesel Fuel 
660,000 gal. 

Conversion Factor 

1 

138,690 BTU/gal. 

Totals 
per short ton shale 
per metric ton Uranium leaving mill** 

MWH 

110,423 

8 

110,431 
.0185 
12.14 

MIVH 

51,264 

51,268 
.0078 
205.07 

lO^BTU 

69,121 

2,015,313 

107,444 

101,434 

50,785 

2,344,097 
.3928 
257 

i06BTU 

91,535 

91,535 
.0137 
366 

. - . . _ - 1 

*Assumes 5% loss. 
** Assumes 70% Recovery 
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electrical requirements per ton of uranium produced is greater from 

Chattanooga Shales than for conventional ores by a factor of over 17.5. 

On the other hand, the thermal input requirements for fossil fuels shows 

2 

a ratio of only 1*5. Bieniewski, et al.. have assumed that the hypo

thetical rates are sufficiently lower to entice greater emphasis on use of 

electricity in designing the individual portions of the mining operation. 

This accounts for part of the difference in energy ratios for Chattanooga 

Shales versus conventional ores for electrical energy required and for 

thermal energy required. 

The materials used in the mining operations have a significant energy 

content, and the consumption of these materials requires that their energy 

content be charged to the mining of tlic uranium. Among the largest con

tributors to energy requirement totals for process materials is the re

quirement for explosives in the mining operation. 

The percentage of ore produced by surface (open pit) mines versus 

underground mines shows variation from year to year. An approximate average 

for recent years, which also coincides with the proportions for the year 
3 

1974, is 59% of the ore from surface mines and 41% from underground mines. 

Using data for a typical surface mine producing 303,600 short tons of 

4 
ore per year (as detailed by Stanford Researcli Institute ) as representative 

of the production of 59 percent of the total and a typical underground mine 

4 
producing 126,500 short tons of ore per year (also as detailed by SRI ) as 

indicative of the remaining 41 percent of the total, enables us to estimate 
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the total energy in the process materials. The SRI data include expendi

tures for each category of materials and replacement parts needed in the 

mine and the use of these as inputs to the program developed at lEA as 

described in Section 2 provided quantitative values for the electrical and 

the thermal energy contents of these materials. This information is sum

marized in Table 4.2. 

In the case of Chattanooga Shales, the process materials energy was 

also computed using the lEA TOTEN Program discussed earlier to estimate 

the energy content of the materials and replacement parts needed in the 

hypothetical 6.6 million tons of shale mine described by Bieniewski, et. al. 

Table 4.2 shows the process materials energy required for Chattanooga Shale 

mining, and comparisons between energy requirements for shales and conventional 

ores are possible from this table. 

The third category of energy input in the mining process, namely that 

of capital inputs or construction energy, were also obtained by using the 

lEA TOTEN Program. In the case of conventional ores the analysis was again 

divided into the two types of mines with 59 percent of the sample being 

dependent upon surface mines and 41 percent on an underground mine. In 

4 
both cases, the prototype mine was taken to be that reported in the SRI data 

and the Bechtel Energy Supply Planning Model' with an assumed useful life 

of ten years. Hence, the energies required for construction of the sur

face mine were divided by 3,036,000 short tons of ore, which could be 

produced by such a mine during its ten-year lifetime. For both the sur

face mine and the underground mine, by using the techniques described in 

Appendix 1, we were able to determine an estimated electrical input as well 

as the thermal input during the construction of the mine. 



TABLE 4.2 

URANIUM MINING - PROCESS MATERIALS ENERGY 

Conventional Ores (.208% U_0„) 
3 8 

Surface Mine 
(303,600 short tons ore/yr.) 

per short ton ore 

Underground Mine 
(126,500 short tons ore/yr.) 

per short ton ore 

MK'H 

2993 

.0099 

862 

.0068 

! Energy in Process Materials 
per short ton ore 

per metric ton Uranium leaving mill* 

Chattanooga Shales (0.007% U_0„) 
3 o 

Underground Mine (Bieniewski, et. al.) 
6.6 X 10^ tons shale/yr. 

Explosives 
Roof Bolts 
Mining Machinery Parts and Replacements 

Energy Process Materials 
per short ton shale 

per metric ton Uranium leaving mill** 

lO^BTU 

83,771 

.2759 

24,639 

.1948 

Distrib. 
Factor 

.59 

.41 

MWH 

.0058 

.0028 

.0086 

5.64 

MWH 

6064 

.00092 

24.26 

lO^BTU 

.1628 

.0799 

.2427 

159.22 

lO^BTU 

209,461 

.03174 

837.84 

1 1 

*Assumes 5% loss. 

** Assumes 70% Recovery. 
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With reference to Chattanooga Shales, we again applied our procedures 

2 

to the mine described by Bieniewski, et. al. In analyzing each of the con

struction materials as well as construction fuel with the TOTEN Program, 

we were able to arrive at energy requirements per ton of shale or, through 

appropriate conversion, per metric ton of uranium. These data for capital 

energy in the uranium mining process are indicated in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.4 presents a summary of the energy requirements in mining, 

both for conventional ores and for Chattanooga Shale. The bottom line indi

cates the total number of megawatt hours, and, separately, the number of mil

lion BTUs that is required to obtain a metric ton of uranium from the mining 

operation. These are the numbers that are used in putting together a full 

uranium fuel cycle. 

4.2 Uranium Milling 

In 1974 there were 16 uranium mills in operation in the United States. 

These 16 mills have a combined processing rate of 23,000 tons of ore per 

day. In a uranium mill the ore is first crushed, then ground, and then 

leached chemically to separate the uranium. It is in the leaching process 

that the uranium is dissolved from the ground ore and recovered from the leach-

solutions through precipitation processes. Leaching may take place either 

with an acid, (generally sulfuric acid) or through an alkaline process 

which usually employs a sodium carbonate, sodium bicarbonate solution. 

By far the largest amounts of uranium are produced in acid-leach circuits, and 

therefore, it is the acid-leach operation on which wc have based estimates 

of the energy content of the uranium-leaching process. It should be noted 



TABLE 4.3 

URANIUM MINING - CAPITAL (CONSTRUCTION) ENERGY 

Conventional Ore (.208% U_0^) 
3 o 

Surface Mine (10 year life-
303,600 short tons ore/yr.) 

per short ton ore 

Underground Mine (10 year life-
126,500 short tons ore/yr.) 

per short ton ore 

Capital Energy: 
per short ton ore 

per metric ton Uranium leaving mill 

MIVH 

4609 

.00152 

4718 

.00573 

* 

lO^BTU 

327,300 

.1078 

332,892 

2632 

DISTRIBUTION 
FACTOR 

.59 

.41 

Chattanooga Shales (0.007% U,0 ) 

Underground Mine (10 year life-
6.6 X 10 short tons shale/yr.) 

Capital Energy: 
per short ton of shale 

per metric ton li-anium leaving mill *•* 

MIVH 

.00090 

.00153 

.00243 

1.59 

MWH 

15,993 

,000242 

63.97 

lO^BTU 

.0636 

.1079 

.1715 

113 

lO^BTU 

579,481 

.00878 

2318 

! 

*Assumes 5% loss 
**Assumes 70% Recovery. 
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TABLE 4.4 

MINING ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 

(per metric ton of Uranium leaving Mill) 

Conventional Ore 

Direct Energy Requirements 

Energy in Process Materials 

Energy in Mine Construction 

TOTAL 

Chattanooga Shales 

Direct Energy Requirements 

Energy in Process Materials 

Energy in Mine Construction 

TOTAL 

MIVH 

12.14 

5.64 

1.59 

19.37 

MWH 

205.07 

24.26 

63.97 

293.30 

lO^BTU 

257 

159 

113 

529 

lO^BTU 

366 

838 

2318 

3522 
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that in the acid-leach process, very large amounts of sulfuric acid are re

quired, and for this reason, special emphasis was placed on the determination 

of the energy content of sulfuric acid. 

The manufacture of sulfuric acid begins with the mining of the sulfur. 

In the United States most sulfur is mined by the Frasch Process, which uses 

hot water under slight pressure to melt the sulfur deposit and force it to 

7 
the surface. The Frasch Process, according to the U.S. Mineral Resources 

recovers 75-92 percent of the sulfur contained in the ground. The mining 

process is by far the most energy intensive in the manufacture of sulfuric acid 

and deserves some special attention. In 1972, 8.022 million tons of sulfur were 
Q 

mined. Energy to obtain this amount of sulfur came from the burning of natural 
Q 

gas, and based on data in Census of the Mineral Industries, 49.3 billion cubic 

feet of natural gas were burned for this purpose in 197?. This represents an 

13 

energy input of 5.2 x 10 BTU or 6.48 million BTUs per ton of sulfur. In the 

acid plant sulfur is burned and energy is released which is used in the production of 

steam. Two thousand pounds of steam are produced per ton of sulfuric acid 

manufactured in the plant. The primary net energy requirement in the acid 

plant, however, is the 6.5 kilowatt liours of electricity needed per ton of 

sulfuric acid produced. These requirements, plus the capital energy require

ments for the production of sulfuric acid, are summarized in Table 4.5. 

As in the case of the mining operation, excellent data are available 

for the direct energy requirements for conventional ores as the result of 

the survey made by the U.S. Bureau of Mines. Table 4.6 shows the actual 

quantity of fuel and electricity purchased by the mills in the production 

of 91 percent of the yellowcake produced in 1973. These fuels and electri

city purchases can be used to determine the energy requirements for the 

production of a ton of the yellowcake from the milling operation. 
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TABLE 4.5 

ENERGY REQUIREMENTS FOR SULFURIC ACID 

(per Short Ton H SO ) 

Mineral Acquisition 

6.48 X lO^BTU per ton S 

Acid Plant (dry process*) 

Note: 2000 pounds of surplus 
steam is produced per ton of 

''2S°4 

Capital Energy Inputs 

Based on plant with capacity 
of 1500 tons/day with an 
assumed life of 20 years 

TOTAL ENERGY REQUIREMENTS FOR H^SO 
^ 2 4 

MWH 

0.0065 

0.0005 

0.0070 

lO^BTU 

2.12 

• 

. 

0.025 
i : ! 

2.145 

*Wet process plants, currently producing only a small fraction 
of total sulfur production, consume 30-60 KWH per ton H SO . 



URANIUM MILLING - DIRECT ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 

Conventional Ores (.208% U_0„) 
•J o 

1973 Data for 5,968,052 short 
tons of ore - U.S. Bureau of 
Mines 

(9550 mT Uranium) 

Energy Use Reported 

Electricity Purchased 
156,860 MVVH 
Heavy Fuel Oil 
1,261,236 gal. 
Diesel § Light Fuel Oil 
3,701,137 gal. 
Gasoline 
116,810 gal. 
Other Petroleum 
472,993 
Natural Gas 
2189.7 X 10^ Cu.Ft. 

Conversion Factor 

1 

149,690 BTU/gal 

138,690 BTU/gal 

124,952 BTU/gal. 

144,405 BTU/gal 

1031 BTU/cu.ft. 

MIVH 

156,860 

T°^^l^ 156,860 
per short ton ore .026 

per metric ton Uranium leaving mill* 17.25 

Chattanooga Shales (.0070% U_0„) 
3 o 

Bieniewski, et. al. , 
Underground mine - 6.6 x 10 
short tons shale/yr. 

(250 mT Uranium)** 

Energy Use Reported 

Electricity Purchased 
109,850 MIVH 
Coal 
132,000 tons 

(A) 
Conversion Factor ^̂.VH 

si 

1 109,850 

24,050,000 BTU/ton 

Totals 109,850 

per short ton shale .0166 

per metric ton Uranium 439.4 

lO^BTU 

188,795 

513,311 

14,596 

68,303 

2,257,624. 

3,042,629 
.5098 

335 

10 BTU 

3,174,600 

3,174,600 

.481 

12.698 

• , 

*Assumes 5% loss. 
**Assumes 70% Recovery. 
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Estimates are available for the direct energy inputs in the milling 

2 
of Chattanooga Shales in the analysis of Bieniewski, et. al. It should 

be noted that because of the probable location of mills associated with 

production of uranium from Chattanooga Shales, the energy requirements of 

the milling process are met by purchases of electricity and coal. These 

direct energy requirements for Chattanooga Shale total very nearly 30 

times the requirements for conventional ores per ton of uranium. Since 

30 times as much ore is required to be crushed and ground, this energy 

requirement does not seem unreasonable. 

For the energy content of the materials used in the milling process, 

4 
the SRI Report data were used. We were able to deduct the sulfuric acid 

from the other operating material and make a separate analysis for the 75 

pounds per ton of ore sulfuric acid requirement. The other materials and 

supplies were analyzed by the TOTEN Program on the basis of a 330,000 ton 

per year mill. 

For the Chattanooga Shales, much the same procedure was followed, 

but in addition to the sulfuric acid, the relatively large amount of am-

2 
monia itemized in the milling operation described by Bieniewski suggested 

that ammonia also should be treated in the same manner as the sulfuric 

acid. The 6.6 million short tons of shale produced in the mine des

cribed by Bieniewski required 102.3 tons of ammonia in his hypothetical 

milling process. Ammonia has an energy intensiveness of (9.0566 MWH + 

43.6 X 10 BTU) per ton of ammonia. These quantities represent direct 

process energy inputs in the manufacture of ammonia. Investigation 

into the capital energy requirements and the energy content of process ma

terials indicates that these are very small compared with the numbers for 
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direct process energy in ammonia production. Table 4.7 gives our summary 

of the energy requirement for the process materials needed in the uranium 

milling process. The Chattanooga Shales do, indeed, require 20 to 30 times 

the energy input for process materials of that required for the milling of 

conventional ores. 

Table 4.8 describes the picture for the capital or construction energy 

requirements in uranium milling. For the conventional ores, we again use 

the 330,000 ton per year plant described earlier and assumed a 10-year life. 

The Chattanooga Shales were assumed to be produced in a 6.6 million tons of 

shale per year processing plant, and reflect substantial increases in the 

capital energy required to build the much-larger facility needed to accommo

date the larger volume of shale which must be handled. 

Table 4.9 summarizes the energy requirements for the milling of uranium 

both for conventional ores and for the Chattanooga Shales. This is the Table 

which provides values necessary in constructing an energy balance for the 

uranium fuel cycle. 

4.3 References 

1. Survey of Energy Consumption in the United States Mining and 

Milling Operations Conducted in 1974 by U.S. Bureau of Mines. 

Unpublished. 

2. Bieniewski, C. L.; Perose, F. H., and Brauch, E. F., "Availability 

of Uranium at Various Prices from Resources in the United States," 

Information Circular 8501, Bureau of Mines, Department of Interior, 

1971. 

3. Statistical Data of the Uranium Industry, January 1, 1975, Grand Junction 

Office, ERDA. Grand Junction, Colorado. GJO-100(75), p. 10. 



Table 4.7 

URANIUM MILLING - PROCESS MATERIALS ENERGY 

Conventional Ores (.208% U,0.) 
J 8 

330,000 tons ore/yr. 

Sulfuric Acid (~ 75 lb/ton ore) 

Other Materials § Supplies 

TOTALS: 

per short ton ore 

per metric ton Uranium leaving mill* 

Chattanooga Shales (.0070% U 0 ) 

Bieniewski,et.al.,-6.6 X 10^ short tons shale 

per year; 70% recovery (250 mT Uranium) 

Sulfuric Acid - 470,415 tons 

Ammonia - 102.3 tons 

Other Materials & Supplies 

TOTALS: 

per short ton shale 

per metric ton Uranium 

MWH 

86.58 

1990.93 

2077.51 
.00630 

4.13 

3293 

6 

2647 

5946 

.0009 

23.78 

lO^BTU 

26,222 

53,645 

79,867 

.2420 

158.77 

997,280 

4,460 

84,186 

1,085,926 

.1645 

4343.7 

1 

*Assumes 5% loss. 



TABLE 4.8 

URANIUM MILLING - CAPITAL (CONSTRUCTION) ENERGY 

Conventional Ores (.208% U,0^) 
J 8 

Assume 10 year life, 330,000 short 

ton ore/yr. - 528 m.;-.tric tons U/yr. 

Energy in Constr. Materials 

Direct Energy in Constr. 

Total 

per short ton ore (10 yr.) 

per metric ton Uranium * 

Chattanooga Shales (.0070% U 0 ) 
3 8 

Assume 10 year life, 6.6 x 10 

short tons shale/yr. 

Energy in Constr. Materials 

Direct Energy in Constr. 

Total 

per short ton shale (10 yr.) 

per metric ton Uranium** 

MIVH 

3,428 

141 

3,569 

.00108 

.71 

44,313 

1,430 

45,743 

.000693 

18.30 

lo'^BTU 

127,227 

30,320 

157,547 

.0477 

31.33 

1,942,500 

366,065 

1,308,565 

.0198 

523.43 

*Assumes 5% loss. 
**Assumes 70% Recovery. 
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TABLL 4.9 

MILLING ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 

(Per Metric Ton of Uranium) 

Conventional Ore 

Direct Energy Requirements 

Energy in Process Materials 

Energy in Mill Construction 

TOTAL 

Chattanooga Shales 

Direct Energy Requirements 

Energy in Process Materials 

Energy in Mill Construction 

TOTAL 

MWH 

17.25 

4.13 

.71 

22.09 

MWH 

439.40 

23.78 

18.30 

481.48 

IOSTU 

335 

159 

31 

525 

lO^BTU 

12,698 

4,344 

523 

17,565 

. , ,! 
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4. Stanford Research Institute, "Manpower, Materials, Equipment, 

and Utilities Required to Operate and Maintain Energy Facilities," 

prepared for Bechtel Corporation, March 1975. 

5. Bechtel Corporation, "The Energy Supply Planning Model, Vol. 1 

and Vol. 2, Final Report to NSF Office of Energy R§D Policy, 

August 1975 (including unpublished model data base of requirements 

for 66 energy facilities). 

6. Statistical Data of the Uranium Industry, January 1, 1975, Grand 

Junction Office, ERDA. Grand Junction, Colorado. GJO-100(75), p. 78. 

7. U. S. Mineral Resources, editied by Brobst, D.A., and Pratt, W. P., 

Geological Survey Professional Paper 820, U. S. Govt. Printing 

Office, Washington, D. C. 1973, p. 615. 

8. U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Mineral Industries, 1972; 

Industry Series: Chemical and Fertilizer Mineral Mining, MIC72(1)-140. 

U.S. Govt. Printing Office, Washington, D. C , 1975. 
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5. URANIUM CONVERSION 

The U,0 (yellowcake) that is produced at the mill must be converted 

to UF, before enrichment can take place. Our analysis of the uranium con

version process indicates that the largest energy requirement in the uranium 

conversion plant is the direct energy requirement, specificially, the use of 

large quantities of natural gas. 

Data for analysis of the conversion plant was taken from the SRI Report. 

The SRI Report indicates that the fuel requirements for operations was derived 

from WASH 1248 "Environmental Survey of the Uranium Fuel Cycle" USAEC Directorate 

2 
of Licensing. The analysis was divided into the three segments: the energy 

requirements; energy and the process materials; and the energy required in 

plant construction. Data for the plant construction was obtained from the 

3 
Bechtel Energy Supply Planning Model. The suimnary of energy requirements in 

uranium conversion are given in Table 5.1. 

5.1 REFERENCES 

1. Stanford Research Institute, "Manpower, Materials, Equipment, and 

Utilities Required to Operate and Maintain Energy Facilities," 

(Prepared for BECHTEL Corporation) March 1975. 

2. WASH 1248, "Environmental Survey of the Uranium Fuel Cycle," 

Directorate of Licensing, USAEC, April 1974. 

3. Bechtel Corporation, The Energy Supply Planning Model, Vol. 1 and 

Vol. 2, Final Report to NSF Office of Energy R§D Policy, August 1975. 

(including unpublished model data base of requirements for 66 energy 

facilities). 

A 
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TABLE 5. 1 

URANIUM CONVERSION ENERGY PER YEAR 

ASSUMED PLANT PRODUCED 9090 mT/yr. UF, 
6 

(6180 mT/yr. U) 

Direct Energy 

Electricity Purchases 

Gas 7400 x 10^ cu. ft. 
@ 1031 BTU/ cu. ft. 

Process Materials Energy 

Plant Construction Energy 

(Assumed Plant Life = 30 years) 

Energy in Construction Materials: 

28,544 MIVH + 1121990 x lO^BTU 

Direct Energy in Construction 

1183 MWH + 254200 x lO^BTU 

Total Energy for Uranium Conversion/yr. 

per metric ton Uranium 

MWH 

63,000 

26,281 

951 

39 

90,271 

14.6 

lO^BTU 

7,629.400 

673,423 

37,400 

8,473 

8,348,696 

1,351 
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6. ENRICHMENT 

Uranium enrichment represents a major portion of the energy expended 

in support of the fuel cycle for light-water reactors and for HTGRs. The 

work done in uranium enrichment is usually expressed in Separative Work 

Units (SWU). 

Separative work is a measure of the enrichment-plant capacity and (for 

a given enrichment technology) of the energy required to perform the separa

tion of uranium into two streams, one having a higher and one a lower con-

235 
centration of U than the input uranium. For given values of the feed 

235 
assay, x^ (weight fraction of U), the product assay, x , and the tails 

assay, x , the following relations hold between the mass of feed, F, the 

mass of product, P, and the separative work, S: 

(1) (F/P) = (X - x^)/(x^ - x^) 

(2) (S/P) = V(Xp) - (F/P) V(xp + [(F/P) - 1] V(x^) 

where the "value function," V(x) for each stream (feed, product, tails) 

has the form 

(3) V(x) = (2x-l) In [x/(l-x)]. 

Defined in this way, separative work is expressed in units of mass, e.g., 

kilograms, or may simply be referred to as Separative Work Units (SWU). 

Using highly enriched uranium for an HTGR as an example, if 

-735 
X- = 0.0071 (0.71% " U in natural uranium), 

X = 0.9315 and 
P 

X = 0.002 (0.2% tails assay), 

then V(x ) = 4.869, V(x ) = 2.252, V(x^) = 6.188, (F/P) = 181.90 and 

(S/P) = 235.97. 
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On the other hand, if the tails assay were changed to 0.3% (x = 0.003), 

then (F/P) = 224.91 and (S/P) = 200.35. For the same product (e.g., 

235 
1 kg. of uranium containing 931.5 g. of U) we require 25% more 

natural uranium feed, but 15% less separative work; or the enrichment 

plant, having a fixed separative work capacity, could put out 18% more 

of the 93.15% enriched uranium. 

Figure 6.1 shows a simple example of inputs to an enrichment plant. 

Table 6.1 shows more precise numbers for the figure and should be used 

in conjunction with it. 

In U. S. gaseous diffusion plants, the principal energy input is electri

city (almost entirely j)roduced, at present, in coal-fired stations). Thus, 

perhaps the most important single quantity in the analysis of energy 

expenditures for nuclear power is the amount of electrical energy 

equivalent to one SWU. We have found several values for this quantity, 

all nearly the same. 

1. From data given in References 1 and 2, a value of 2.53 MWH(e) 

per SWU may be inferred. 

3 

2. In testimony before the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy 

Commissioner Clarence Larson presented a figure indicating 

that separative work requires between 2.69 and 

2.75 MWH(c)/SWU. 
4 

3. In testimony before the JCAE on the same day George F. Quinn, 

AEC's Assistant General Manager for Production and Management 

of Nuclear Material, presented data (reproduced here as Table 2) 

showing 2.3 - 2.8 MIVH(e)/SWU for present diffusion plants, 

including the Cascade Improvement and Cascade Uprating Programs. 
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Figure 6.1 

SEPARATIVE WORK AND ELECTRIC POWER REQUIREMENTS* 

6 kgs NATURAL URANIUM FEED 

8500kw-hrs ELECTRIC INPUT 
ENRICHMENT PLANT 

3 SEPARATIVE WORK UNITS 

5 kgs URANIUM TAILS 0.30% U235 1 kg ENRICHED URANIUM 2.8% U235 

* Adapted from Reference 3 

Table 6.1 

Possible Refinements of Numbers in Figure 6.1 

Product 

1.00000 

0.98640 

0.97835 

Feed 
(kgU 

(0 2.8%) 235u (c 0.711% 35 U) 

Separative 
Work 
(SWU) 

6.08273 

6.00000 

5.95103 

3.06639 

3.02468 

3.00000 

MWH(e) 
Required 

8.617 

8.499 

8.430 
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TABLE 6.2 

PROJECTED DIFFUSION PLANT POWER LEVELS AND SEPARATIVE WORK 

Year 

1974 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

1986 

Operating 
Tails Assay 

235 
(percent U) 

0.30 

0.30 

0.30 

0.30 

0.30 

0.275 

0.275 

0.275 

0.30 

0.30 

0.30 

0.30 

0.30 

Average 
3-site 

Power Level 
[MW(e)l 

' 

4069 

4558 

500S 

5567 

5733 

6199 

6788 

7110 

7110 

7128 

7380 

7380 

7380 

Annual 
Separative 

Work 
riO^ SWU) 

12.7 

14.2 

15.7 

18.0 

19.8 

22.5 

25.4 

26.9 

26.9 

27.2 

27.7 

27.7 

27.7 

Included 
Separative 

Work 
CIP CUP 

0 6 

1.9 

3.4 

4.4 

5.4 

5.7 

5.7 

5.7 

5.8 

5.8 

5.8 

( 

0.9 

2.9 

4.0 

4.0 

4.2 

4.7 

4.7 

4.7 

1 Ratio 
; MWH(e)/SWU 

2.81 
1 

2 81 

2 79 

'< 2.71 

2.54 

2.41 

2.34 

2.52 

2.32 

2.31 

2.33 

2.33 

2.33 
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4. Later in his testimony Quinn stated that a new diffusion plant 

of 8.75 million SWU annual capacity would need an annual average 

of 2400 MlV(e), which corresponds to 2.40 MWH(e)/SWU.* (A centri

fuge enrichment plant would require only about a tenth as much 

electrical energy per SWU.) 

5. Personnel of the Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant recommended 

a figure of 2.4 MWH(e)/SWU for planning purposes.** 

For purposes of the present study, we have adopted a figure 2.81 MWH(e)/SWU, 

since this is the present rate of power use (according to Table 6.2( and 

since it is the upper limit of the range of values (2.3 - 2.8) just reviewed. 

A value closer to 2.4 MWH(e)/SWU could well be justified, but would not ma

terially alter the conclusions of this study. We have chosen the higher 

value deliberately not to understate this dominant component of overall 

energy expenditure. 

A list of construction materials for a gaseous diffusion plant was 

furnished by personnel of the Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant. On the 

basis of this list, lEA calculated the capital energy requirements in a 

gaseous diffusion plant. From the construction estimates made by Bechtel, 

similar calculations of the capital energy requirements were made. It was 

found that the two differed in energy inputs by a sizable factor. Evidently, 

the Bechtel construction estimates include some additional considerations and 

*A gaseous diffusion plant is on-stream all the time. The plant capacity 
factor is essentially 100 percent, and the average annual power should be 
multiplied by 8760 hours/year. 

**Personal Communication from Dr. Seymour Levin, ORGDP, February 21, 1974. 
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hence gave larger energy requirements. The selection of the larger value tends 

to over-estimate the requirements for nuclear power, but the magnitude of the 

quantity is small compared with the energy required for separative work. 

We, therefore, have made energy estimates, both for the process materials and 

for the plant construction, based on Bechtel data for requirements for gaseous 

diffusion enrichment plants. These estimates are presented in the summary 

table for enrichment. Table 6.3. It should be noted that the dominant energy 

requirement in enrichment is the electrical energy required in the enrichment 

process itself, and energy inputs attributable to construction and to operating 

materials are small compared to the energy required for the needed separative 

work units. 
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TABLE 6.0 

ENRICHMENT ENERGY/GWU 

(PLANT CAPACITY OF 8.75 x 10^ kg OF SEPARATIVE WORK) 

Direct Energy in Gaseous Diffusion Process 

2.81 MWH/SWU 

Other Direct Energy Supply to Diffusion 

Plant 

Gasoline 254,928 gal. (a 124,952 BTU/gal. 

Diesel Fuel 225,096 gal. P 138,690 BTU/gal 

Propane 27,129 gaL & 95,500 BTU/gal. 

Coal 119,328 tons 0 24,050,000 BTU/ton 

Process Materials Energy 

Plant Construction Energy 

(Assumed Plant Life = 30 years) 

Energy in Construction Materials 

1,943,091 MWH + 66,973,100 x 10^'BTU 

Direct Energy in Construction 

85,990 MWH + 18,472,000 x lO^BTU 

MWH 

TOTAL ENERGY REQUIREMENT FOR ENRICHMENT PER SWU 

2.81 

,0058 

,0074 

,0003 

2.8235 

._i^ 

lO^BTU 

.0036 

.0036 

.0003 

.3280 

,1372 

,2551 

.0704 

7982 
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7. FUEL FABRICATION 

Our study of fuel fabrication indicated that it would be necessary to 

provide three possible branches in the uranium fuel cycle at this point. 

We have provided an energy analysis of the fuel fabrication process for 

light water reactors with and without plutonium recycle. The third fuel 

fabrication process studied was that for the high temperature gas-cooled 

reactor. 

As in the case of other processes in the fuel cycle, the energy require

ments were divided into the three sectors, direct energy requirements, energy 

required for the process materials, and plant construction energy. In each 

of the three cases with and without plutonium recycle and for HTGRs, we 

found that the energy required in the production of the process materials 

was the largest of the inputs. This can be traced to the energy content of 

the cladding materials which are required. 

For the direct energy requirements and the energy content in the process 

materials, we relied on the cost data of the SRI Report to Bechtel. The 

direct fuel input was taken as reported and converted with usual fuel energy 

values. The energy content in the process materials was obtained with the 

lEA TOTEN Program. The energy requirements for plant construction was based 

2 
on Bechtel data, again processed through the lEA TOTEN Program. 

The result of the energy requirements for fuel fabrication are given 

in Tables 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3. 
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TABLE 7.1 

LWR FUEL FABRICATION ENliRCY REQUIREMENTS (w/o Pu Recycle) 

(Based on plant with capacity of 
600 metric tons enriched Uranium 

in fuel elements per year) 

Direct Energy Requirements 

Electricity purchase 59500 MIVU 

Natural Gas 126 x lo'^cu.ft 
@ 1031 BTU/Cu. Ft. 

Energy in Process Materials 

Plant Construction Energy 

(Assumed Plant Life = 30 years) 

Energy in Construction Materials 

15,975 MlVH + 532,445 x 10^'BTU 

Direct Energy in Construction 

756 MH+162,330 x lO^BTU 

Total Energy in Fuel Fabrication/yr. 

Per Metric Ton of Enriched Uranium 

MWH 

59,500 

120.489 

533 

25 

180,547 

301 

IOSTU 

129,906 

1,386.280 

17,748 

5,411 

1,539,345 

2,566 
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TABLE 7.2 

LWR I-UEL FABRICATION EiNERGY REQUIREMENTS (with Pu Recycle) 

(BASED ON FACILITY WITH A CAPACITY OF 150 METRIC TONS 
OF HEAVY METALS/YR.) (144 MTU + 6 MTPu) 

Direct Energy Requirements 

Electricity Purchased 17,900 MWH 

Natural Gas 37.8 x lO^Cu.Ft. @ 1031 BTU/Cu.Ft. 

Energy in Process Materials 

! Plant Construction Energy 

(Assumed Plant Life = 30 yrs.) 

Energy in Construction Materials 

23,528 MWH + 880,133 x 10^ BTU 

Direct Energy in Construction 

989 MWH + 212,500 X 10^ BTU 

MWH 

17,900 

31,691 

784 

33 

lO^BTU 

38,972 

386,905 

29,338 

7,083 

Total Energy in Fuel Fabrication/yr. 

Per Metric Ton of Heavy Metal 

50,408 J462,298 

336 3,082 
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TABLE 7.3 

HTGR FUEL FABRICATION ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 

(Based on Plant with Capacity of 450 Metric 
Tons of Heavy Metal in Fuel Elements Per Year) 

Direct Energy Requirements 

Electricity Purchase 70,000 MIVH 

Other Fuel 8000 x lO^BTU 

Energy in Process Materials 

Plant Construction Energy 

(Assumed Plant Life = 30 yrs.) 

Energy in Construction Materials 

! 68,231 MWH + 2,293,150x lO^BTU 

Direct Energy in Construction 

3,181 MWH + 683,200 x lO^BTU 

Total Energy in Fuel Fabrication/yr. 

per metric ton of heavy metal 

MWH 

70,000 

53,395 

2,274 

106 

125,775 

280 

lO^TU 

8,000 

1.909,450 

76,438 

22,773 

2,016,661 

4482 
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8. REACTOR GENERATOR PLANT 

As in the case of each of the other facilities in the nuclear fuel 

cycle, an attempt has been made to evaluate the direct energy requirements 

in the operation of the reactor-generator plant, the energy required for 

the materials used in the various processes in the plant, and the energy 

required for the construction of the plant. Even though a reactor-generator 

plant is a producer of electricity and large amounts of low-grade waste heat 

at the expense of consumption of uranium through the nuclear reaction, there 

are other small amounts of energy which must be supplied from other fuels. 

These are mostly for auxiliary equipment, which must be kept operating when 

the reactor is shut down. 

8.1 Direct Energy Requirements and Energy Required for Process Materials 

The small amount of energy required in the operation represented by 

direct fuel consumption has been estimated by using the SRI Report data. 

The data give a value for diesel generator fuel, which we have proportioned 

to our assumed 1000 megawatt electrical plant with the result of 90,900 

gallons of diesel fuel required per year. 

For the energy content of the process materials we also resorted to 

the SRI data and scaled the materials requirement to our 1000 megawatt 

electrical plant. Using the annual cost of materials in the operation of 

the plant, we were able to again employ our TOTEN Program and estimate the 

energy content of those materials. It should be noted that the two largest 

contributors to the annual material requirement are the categories of 

fabricated metal products and chemicals required for water treatment. The 
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replacement of valves, pipes, supports, etc., and the treatment of water in 

the boiler-turbine cycle are annual operating expenses which are of magnitudes 

comparable to the amoritized energy costs of initial construction (30-year amortization) . 

8.2 Reactor Construction 

2 
Just has estimated d. for a PWR and an HRGR. However, he chose to 

J 

place most of the construction expenditures in Sector 11.03 Construction 

Utilities, and we wished to estimate the direct inputs of steel, concrete, 

and other construction materials individually whenever possible. Using 

the same data source as Just (WASH 1230) and the same methodology, we 

have estimated d., the expenditure for each good or service, for a 1000 

MlV(e) PWR, a 1000 MW(e) BWR, and a 770 MW(e) HTGR. We have also estimated 

the d. using the data on an 1100 MW(e) LWR and a 1500 MW(e) HTGR in the 
4 

Bechtel study. 

The total energy costs of construction of a nuclear reactor using our 

capital expenditures, d., in TOTEN and using the Bechtel capital expenditures 

in TOTEN are given in Table 8.1. Our capital expenditures include a few 

sectors which are not included in the Bechtel breakdown (see Appendix 2). 

Thus, our total energy figures should be slightly higher than those obtained 

from Bechtel data for the same plant. Although we do not have a complete 

description of the design of the Bechtel LWR, it is probably not the same 

as the 1971 BWR and PWR (which we used) due to regulatory changes. Further

more, the Bechtel LWR had cooling towers and the 1971 BWR and PWR used once-

through cooling. The 1973 HTGR which we analyzed is half as large as the 

1974 HTGR of the Bechtel study, and perhaps some economy of scale made 

the Bechtel HTGR somewhat less energy-intensive per MW capacity. 

We feel that the total energy estimates based on the two sets of data 

for different years are remarkably close. We regard the total energy estimates 
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based on our careful breakdown of expenditures as benchmarks. Since the 

results from the Bechtel data are in good agreement with our benchmark 

calculations, we have used the Bechtel cost estimates for construction 

and operation of other parts of the nuclear fuel cycle where we did not 

have benchmarks. 

TABL1-. 8.1 

A comparison of the total energy costs of the goods and services 

required to construct a 1000 MW(c) nuclear reactor using the 

capital requirements given in WASH-1230 and the capital require

ments in the Bechtel Study. The energy cost of direct fuel use 

is not included. All reactors normalized to 1000 NHV(e). 

Year 

BWR 

1971 

WASH 1230 

mi ' HTGR 

BECHTEL 
^ 

LWR HTGR 

1971 1973 1974 

Thermal Energy (10 BTU)'7,757,000 7,724,000 10,734,000 

Electrical Energy (MWH) i 191,''00. 190,300 272,700 

8,327.000 

223,700 

1974 

9,996,000 

265,400 

Complete analyses have been made for four different reactor plants. 

The results are shown for the PWR in Table 8.2; for the BWR in Table 8.3; 

for the HTGR in Table 8.4; and for the Heavy Water Reactor (CANDU) in 

Table 8.5. For the PWR, BWR and HTGR we have used the data on capital 

requirements from WASH-1230; for the CANDU reactors, we used data from 

Reference 5, which are in reasonable agreement with data from Reference 6. 
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Data on the energy requirements for heavy water manufacture were derived 

from Reference 7 and were based on the HS process. 
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TABLE 8.2 

1000 MW(e) PWR PLANT ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 

Direct Energy Requirements 

Diesel Fuel, 90,900 gal. (i 138,690 BTU/Gal. 

Energy in Process Materials 

Plant Construction Energy 

(Assumed Plant Life = 30 years) 

Energy in Construction Materials 

196,300 MWH + 7,724,000 x 10^ BTU 

Direct Energy in Construction 

8,650 MWH + 1,858,000 X 10^ BTU 

Total Energy Requirements of Plant/Year 

MWH 

8,551 

6,543 

288 

15,382 

10^ BTU 

12,607 

272,635 

257,467 

61,933 

604,642 
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TABLE 8.3 

1000 MlV(e) BWR PLANT ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 

Direct Energy Requirements 

Diesel Fuel, 90,900 Gal. @ 138,690 BTU/Gal. 

Energy in Process Materials 

Plant Construction Energy 

(Assumed Plant Life = 30 years) 

Energy in Construction Materials 

191,500 m\i + 7,757,000 x 10^ BTU 

Direct Energy in Construction 

8,167 MWH + 1,754,000 10̂ ' BTU 

Total Energy Requirements of Plant/Yr. 

MWH 

8,551 

6,383 

272 

15,206 

lO^BTU 

12,607 

272,635 

258,567 

58,467 

602,276 
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TABLE 8.4 

1000 MW(e) HTGR PLANT ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 

Direct Energy Requirements 

Diesel Fuel 66,667 gal. @ 138,690 BTU/gal. 

Energy in Process Materials 

Plant Construction Energy 

(Assumed Plant Life = 30 Years) 

Energy in Construction Materials 

272,700 MiVH + 10,734,000 x 10^ BTU 

Direct Energy in Construction 

10,996 MWH + 2,362,338 x 10^ BTU 

Total Energy Requirements of PIant/Year 

MWH 

5,611 

9090 

367 

15,068 

IOSTU 

9,246 

181,599 

357,800 

78,745 

627,390 
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TABLE 8.5 

1000 t4W(e) HWR (CANDU) PLANT ENERGY REQUIREMENT 

Direct Energy Requirements 

Diesel Fuel 

Energy in Process Materials 

(Same as LWR - Chemicals, 
Hardware Maintenance, 
Supplies, etc.) 

Heavy Water Required (704 mT initially, 
plus 10 mT per year makeup) 1004 mT 
@(690 MWH + 14,200 x 10^BTU)/mT 

Plant Construction Energy 

(Assumed Plant Life = 30 Years) 

1.175 X Construction of PWR 

240,816 MWH + 11,258,850 x 10^ BTU 

Total Energy Requirements of Plant/Year 

MWH 

8,551 

23,092 

8,027 

39,670 

lO^BTU 

12,607 

272,635 

475,227 

375,295 

1,135,764 

— . .—^ 
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9. SPENT FUEL REPROCESSING 

In analyzing the energy requirements for spent fuel reprocessing, 

it is necessary to analyze a different process for the light water re

actors and the HTGRs. Consequently, both process energy requirements 

and the capital energy requirements are different for the HTGRs and the 

light water reactors. 

As in other cases, direct energy requirements were first considered, 

followed by the energy content of materials required in the processing 

of the spent fuel, and finally the energy required for the construction 

of the reprocessing plant. As in those other processes in the fuel cycle 

which are largely chemical processes, the energy content of the required 

process materials is the largest contributor to the total energy require

ments . 

The direct energy requirements have been estimated from the utilities 

required as specified in the SRI Report. This report was also used in 

obtaining dollar-cost data for the materials and supplies needed in plant 

operation. When these costs were run through the lEA TOTEN Program, the 

energy content of the process materials was obtained. 

As in many of the other facilities needed in the fuel cycle, plant 

construction energy was estimated from the cost data in the Bechtel 

2 
Report and the TOTEN Program gave energy requirements. 

The total energy requirements for reprocessing the spent fuel for 

LWRs is given in Table 9.1 and for the HTGRs in Table 9.2. 
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TABLE 9.1 

LWR SPENT FUEL REPROCESSING ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 

(Plant Capacity = 1500 Metric Tons of Spent Fuel/Year ) 

Direct Energy Requirements 

Electricity Purchased, 16,000 MWH 

Other Fuel, 10,000 x lO^BTU 

Energy in Process Materials 

Plant Construction Energy 

(Assumed Plant Life = 30 years) 

Energy in Construction Materials 

245,269 MWH + 9,146,720 x I O S T U 

Direct Energy in Construction 

10,827 M H + 2,326,000 x lO^BTU 

Total Energy in Fuel Reprocessing/Year 

per Metric Ton of Spent Fuel 

MWH 

16,000 

5,348 

8,176 

361 

29,885 

19.9 

lO^BTU 

10,000 

141,012 

304,891 

77,533 

533,436 

356 
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TABLE 9.2 

HTGR SPENT FUEL REPROCESSING ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 

(Conceptual Plant with Capacity of 300 Metric Tons of Heavy Metal/Year) 

Direct Energy Requirements 

Electricity Purchased, 12,000 MWH 

Fossil Fuels 25,000 x I O S T U 

Energy in Process Materials 

Plant Construction Energy 

(Assumed Plant Life = 30 Years) 

Energy in Construction Materials 

60,011 {»1WH + 2,247,920 x lO^BTU 

Direct Energy in Construction 

2654 MIVH + 570,200 x I O S T U 

Total Energy in Fuel Reprocessing/Year 

Per Metric Ton of Heavy Metal 

MWH 

12,000 

7,400 

2,000 

88 

21,488 

71.6 

lO^BTU 

25,000 

188,818 

74,930 

19,007 

307,755 

1,026 
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10. WASTE STORAGE 

Although our analysis showed that the energy requirements for the storage 

of high-level radioactive wastes is small compared to the other energy re

quirements in the uranium fuel cycle, this highly important phase of the 

cycle cannot be overlooked. Direct energy requirements, energy content in 

materials, and the energy of construction were all considered as in the 

other processes of the fuel cycle. 

In this case the energy content of process materials was the dominant 

input. The relatively high values for process material energy requirements 

can be traced to the need for hydraulic cement and for steel (needed largely 

for the storage canisters). 

1 2 

The SRI Report and the Bechtel data were used as inputs to the lEA 

TOTEN Program for determining the energy content of the process materials 

and the construction of the plant. 

The results of our estimates of energy requirements for high-level waste 

disposal are given in Table 10.1. 
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TABLE 10.1 

HIGH LEVEL WASTE DISPOSAL ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 

(CONCEPTUAL PLANT WITH CAPACITY OF 2000 CANISTER OF WASTE/YEAR) 

One 1000 MW(e) Reactor Plant Requires ~ 10 Canisters Per Year 

Direct Energy Requirements 

Electricity Purchase 870 MWH 

Liquid Fuel (Assume Diesel) 100.000 

@ 138,690 BTU/Gal. 

Energy in Process Materials 

Plant Construction Energy 

(Assumed Plant Life = 10 years) 

Energy in Construction Materials 

19,619 MWH + 821,620 x lO^BTU 

Direct Energy in Construction 

1,578 MWH + 708,400 x lO^BTU 

Total Energy at Waste Disposal Plant/Year 

Per Each 1000 MW(e) Operating Reactor 

M H 

870 

30,389 

1,962 

158 

33,379 

167 

10 BTU 

13,869 

1,054,260 

82,162 

70,840 

1,221,131 

6,106 
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11. TRANSPORTATION 

Between each of the several processes in the uranium fuel cycle, 

material must be transported from one processing plant to another. In 

many instances this may involve rather large distances, and the energy 

required for the transport of the material associated with the fuel 

cycle must be carefully considered. Not only must the fuel material 

itself be moved, but in addition various forms of shipping containers 

and other materials add to the freight which must be moved. Protection 

of the material from loss or spillage and protection of population and 

property in the area through which the shipment passes requires extras 

that result in extra energy costs in the moving of the fuel materials. 

Between the mining and milling operations, the distances are generally 

quite small; a mill is usually located in very close proximity to the mines 

supplying the mill with ores. The trucks required and the fuel to operate 

those trucks were included in the energy accounting of the milling operation. 

Since the distances of travel are generally quite small, the transportation 

energy between mines and mills were included there rather than as a small 

separate item here. 

In the transportation of the U-0„ (yellowcake) from the mill to the 

conversion plant where it is made into UP,, we have estimated a "shipment 

factor" of 1.5. The shipment factor describes the total amount of material 

being transported between plants in the fuel cycle in terms of the amount 

of payload (Natural Uranium or fuel) which is being transported. In the 

shipment of yellowcake, the extra 50 percent accounts for the oxygen con

tent in the U OQ and for the necessary containers and other protective 
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shipping materials. It also included the conversion of metric tons of 

natural uranium to short tons. Multiplying this shipment factor by an 

estimated mileage and a value of 2720 BTUs per ton-mile for truck cargo 

gives the result of 3.264 million BTUs of energy required for the shipment 

of one metric ton of natural Uranium from the mill to the conversion plant. 

This result is indicated in Table 11.1. 

In a similar manner, shipment of the Uranium Hexafloride from the 

conversion plant to the enrichment plant can be obtained by multiplying 

a shipment factor times an estimated mileage times the 2720 BTU per ton-

mile with the result of 4.896 million BTUs per metric ton of natural Uranium 

being shipped. In this case, the shipment factor assigned is 2.24 to account 

for the containers required in the shipment of the UF^ gas needed in the 
6 

gaseous diffusion enrichment. 

Following the enrichment, much less material must be shipped, and 

rather than basing the transportation energy requirements on a metric ton 

of natural Uranium, the unit chosen is now a metric ton of enriched Uranium 

or of reactor fuel. For shipment between the enrichment plant and the fuel 

fabrication plant, for shipment between the fuel fabrication plant to the 

reactor itself, for shipment of the spent fuel from the reactor to a re

processing plant, and for shipment of wastes to a storage facility, the 

procedure is handled in much the same way as described above, but is 

scaled to a metric ton of reactor fuel. In each case a shipment factor 

has been estimated which when multiplied by the estimated mileage and the 

appropriate energy intensiveness of shipment per ton mile, the direct energy 

required for the shipment of a metric ton of reactor fuel can be obtained 

as seen in Table II.1. 
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TABLE 11.1 

TRANSPORTATION ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 

A. Cycle Prior to Enrichment 

(per mT Uranium) 

Mill to Conversion Plant 

Conversion Plant to 
Enrichment 

Direct Transp. Energy ] 

Indirect Transp. Energ; 

Total Transp, Energy p 

SHIPMENT 
FAC'IDR* 

1.5 

2.24 

ESTIMATED 
MILEAGE 

800 

800 

per mT of Natural Uranium 

BTU per 
TON MILE 

2720 

2720 

Y per mT of Natural Uranium 

er mT of Natural Uranium 

1 

B. Cycle Following Enrichment 

(per mT Reactor Fuel) 

Enrichment to Fuel 
Fabrication 

Fuel Fabrication to Reactor 

Reactor to Reprocessing 
Plant (Truck) 

(Rail) 

Waste Shipment 

Recycle of U and Pu 

Direct Transp. Energy ] 

Indirect Transp. Energj 

Total Transp. Energy p( 

SHIPMENT 
FACTOR* 

4.0 

7.0 

100 

30 

10 

2.25 

ESTIMATED 
MILEAGE 

800 

500 

300 

1100 

1000 

800 

Der mT of Reactor Fuel 

i per mT of Reactor Fuel 

sr mT of Reactor Fuel 

BTU per 
TON MILE 

2720 

2720 

2720 

550 

2720 

2720 

MWH 
per mT 

.105 

.105 

MWH 
per mT 

2.264 

2.264 

lO^BTU 
per mT 

3.264 

4.896 

8.160 

6.259 

14.419 

lO^BTU 
per mT 

34.82 

9.52 

81.60 

18.15 

27.20 

4.90 

176.19 

135.13 

311.32 

i._ ___.. ..._.. • 1 

*Shipment factor is defined to be gross weight of shipment (short tons) 
per metric ton of payload, i.e., natural uranium, reactor fuel, etc. 
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We have continued to use the 2720 BTU per ton mile for truck trans

portation, but in the case of shipment of spent fuel to the reprocessing 

plant, a portion of the shipment may be handled by rail with a lower energy 

intensity factor. We have estimated 550 BTUs per ton mile for shipment 

by rail. 

To obtain an estimate of the direct transportation energy requirements 

for the full nuclear fuel cycle, the metric tons of natural Uranium are 

multiplied by the sum of the transportation requirements prior to enrich

ment from Table ll.l, i.e., 8.16 million BTUs per metric ton, and added to 

the product of the known number of metric tons of reactor fuel by 176.19 

million BTUs per metric ton of fuel. 

The indirect energy requirements in transportation account for the 

energy content of the trucks and rail cars themselves, as well as associated 

loading, unloading, and docking facilities. In this case, the indirect energy 

requirements have been estimated as a fraction of the direct fuel consumed. 

We accomplished this by considering the direct expenditure for fuel as a 

portion of the total expenditure in the trucking industry. The remainder 

was assumed to be the expenditure on other items, and these were proportioned 

to the energy requirements in the same proportion as for the national trucking 

industry. The results are shown in Table 11.1. 

The result of the transportation energy is usually found to be an 

almost insignificant energy expenditure in comparison with the several other 

processes in the production of nuclear power. 
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12. ENERGY REQUIREMENTS OF NUCLEAR POWER SYSTEMS 

12.1 Construction of Nuclear Power "Cycles" 

Sufficient data are given in this report to construct 52 different 

fuel cycles which convert uranium stored in the ground to electricity 

produced at a generating station. In Chapter 3, the fuel cycles were 

discussed and the summary table in Chapter 3, Table 3.9, gives values for 

the natural uranium requirement, for the separative work, and for the fuel 

which must be loaded into the reactor for each of the four reactor types 

discussed in this report. We have included for both of the light water 

reactors, the case for no recycle, for uranium recycle only, and for 

uranium plus plutonium recycle. Two examples of HTGRs are given, and 

the heavy water reactor (CANDU) is given for both no recycle and with 

plutonium recycle. 

The values given in Table 3.9 are used as multipliers for each of 

the appropriate processes in the fuel cycle. For example, the summary 

Table 4.4 for Mining gives energy requirements which must be multiplied 

by the amount of natural uranium needed for the lifetime operation of 

the given reactor operating under the assumed conditions of recycle/ 

no recycle and with given enrichment tails assay. For example, during 

its lifetime a PWR operating with uranium recycle and with enrichment 

tails assay of 0.275 percent requires 4469 metric tons of natural uranium 

to be produced (value from Table 3.9). To obtain the total mining energy 

requirement for this PWR cycle during its lifetime, the bottom line values 

in Table 4.4 are multiplied by 4469 metric tons. 

A 
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Similarly, the milling energy requirements for a lifetime cycle 

are obtained by multiplying the values in Table 4.9 by the metric tons 

of natural uranium required. The energy requirements for conversion to 

UF. given in Section 5 (Table 5.1) are also scaled to the mass of natural 
6 

uranium required. 

In Chapter 6, enrichment requirements were discussed and the final 

table in that section. Table 6.3, specifies the energy requirements per 

separative work unit. This energy requirement, when multiplied by the 

separative work values tabulated in Table 3.9 will give the total energy 

requirements for separative work for each of the fuel cycles. 

Following enrichment (for those cycles using enriched fuel) the mass 

of uranium being handled is significantly reduced. All of the processes 

involved in the cycle following enrichment have been scaled to the mass 

of fuel being loaded into the reactor (metric tons of heavy metals). Hence, 

bottom line values obtained for fuel fabrication from Section 7 and for fuel 

reprocessing from Section 9, should be multiplied by the fuel load obtained 

for each cycle from Table 3.9. 

For the case of Transportation, similar procedures are followed, but 

two separate multiplications must be performed, since part of the trans

portation energy expense is encountered before enrichment and part is 

encountered after enrichment. 

In this manner the energy requirements for the lifetime operation 

of any of the 26 fuel cycles itemized in Table 3.9 can be determined 

either for conventional ores or for Chattanooga Shales, making a total 

of 52 possible combinations from these data. 
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12.2 Example "Cycles" 

A few example cycles have been calculated and tabulated in Tables 

12.1 through 12.9. 

Study of these Tables should be self-explanatory, but the following 

guides summarize the procedure: 

1. All of the reactors are assumed to operate over an approximate 

thirty-year span with an average value of plant factor of 0.75 

giving a total output of 22.5 GWY (Gigawatt Years). This is 

197.1 million megawatt hours. 

2. The energy requirements to produce this much electricity are 

obtained by multiplying the bottom-line values for mining, 

for milling, and for conversion by the number of metric tons 

of natural uranium required for the cycle. 

3. The enrichment energy requirement is obtained by multiplying 

the energy requirements per SWU as given in Table 6.3 by the 

number of separative work units required for the selected cycle. 

4. The energy for fuel fabrication and reprocessing are obtained 

by taking the bottom-line values from those respective sections 

and multiplying by the fuel load requirement given from Table 3.9. 

5. The energy requirements for reactor operation and for waste storage 

are obtained by multiplying by the number of years of assumed life

time operation. 

Note that this procedure gives two sets of numbers. When each set is 

added, a total energy requirement of megawatt hours of electricity or of 

millions of BTUs of thermal energy required from fossil fuels results. 

Both energy quantities are requirements. We make no attempt to combine 
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TABLE 12.1 

1000 MW(e) PWR - NO RECYCLE, 0.30% ENRICHMENT TAILS 

CONVENTIONAL ORE 

LIFETIME ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 

(197,100,000 MWH OUTPUT) 

PROCESS 

Mining - 5682 mT Nat. U. 

Milling - 5682 mT Nat. U. 

Conversion - 5682 mT Nat. U. 
3 

Enrichment - 3022 x 10 SWU (kg.) 

Fuel Fabrication - 822 mT Enr. U. 

Power Plant - 30 Years 

Reprocessing* - 822 mT Fuel 

Waste Storage - 30 Years Operation 

Transportation - 5682 mT Nat. U. 

822 mT Fuel 

Total Required Energy 

MWH 

110,100 

125,500 

82,960 

8,533,000 

247,400 

461,500 

16,360 

5,010 

597 

1,861 

9,584,000 

6 
10 BTU 

3,006,000 

2,983,000 

7,676,000 

2,412,000 

2,109,000 

18,140,000 

292,600 

183,200 

81,930 

255,900 

37,140,000 

*Without recycle of either uranium or plutonium, there probably would be 
no reprocessing. On the other hand, we have not evaluated the energy 
required for storage of spent fuel. Since this is a very small item, we 
allow the reprocessing and waste storage to stand as an estimate for the 
unevaluated storage of spent fuel. 
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TABLE 12.2 

1000 MW(e) PWR - NO RECYCLE, 0.20% ENRICHMENT TAILS 

CONVENTIONAL ORE 

LIFETIME ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 

(197,100,000 MWH OUTPUT) 

PROCESS 

Mining - 4732 mT Nat. U. 

Milling - 4732 mT Nat. U 

Conversion - 4732 mT Nat. U 
3 

Enrichment - 3790 x 10 SWU (kg.) 

Fuel Fabrication - 822 mT Enr. U 

Power Plant - 30 Years 

Reprocessing* - 822 mT Fuel 

Waste Storage - 30 Years Operation 

Transportation - 4732 mT Nat. U 

822 mT Fuel 

Total Required Energy 

MWH 

91,660 

104,500 

69,090 

10,700,000 

247,400 

461,500 

16,360 

5,010 

497 

1,861 

11,700,000 

6 
10 BTU 

2,503,000 

2,484,000 

6,393,000 

3,025,000 

2,109,000 

18,140,000 

292,600 

183,200 

68,230 

255,900 

35,450,000 

*Without recycle of either uranium or plutonium, there probably would be 
no reprocessing. On the other hand, we have not evaluated the energy 
required for storage of spent fuel. Since this is a very small item, we 
allow the reprocessing and waste storage to stand as an estimate for the 
unevaluated storage of spent fuel. 
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TABLE 12,3 

1000 MW(e) - Pu RECYCLE, 0.30% ENRICHMENT TAILS 

CONVENTIONAL ORE 

LIFETIME ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 

(197,100,000 MWH OUTPUT) 

PROCESS 

Mining - 3643 mT Nat. U. 

Milling - 3643 mT Nat. U 

Conversion - 3643 mT Nat. U. 
3 

Enrichment - 2127 x 10 SWU (kg.) 

Fuel Fabrication - 802 mT Enr. Fuel 

Power Plant - 30 Years 

Reprocessing - 802 mT Fuel 

Waste Storage - 30 Years Operation 

Transportation - 3643 mT Nat. U. 

' 802 mT Fuel 

Total Required Energy 

MWH 

70,560 

80,470 

53,190 

6,006,000 

269,500 

461,500 

15,960 

5,010 

383 

1,816 

6,964,000 

6 
10 BTU 

1,927,000 

1,913,000 

4,922,000 

1,698,000 

2,472,000 

18,140,000 

285,500 

183,200 

52,530 

249,700 

31,840,000 
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TABLE 12.4 

1000 MW(e) PWR - NO RECYCLE, 0.30% ENRICHMENT TAILS 

CHATTANOOGA SHALES 

LIFETIME ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 

(197,100,000 MWH OUTPUT) 

1 
PROCESS 

1 

Mining - 5682 mT Nat. U. 

Milling - 5682 mT Nat. U. 

Conversion - 5682 mT Nat. U. 
3 

Enrichment - 3022 x 10 SWU (kg.) 

Fuel Fabrication - 822 mT Enr. U. 

Power Plant - 30 Years 

Reprocessing* - 822 mT Fuel 

Waste Storage - 30 Years Operation 

Transportation - 5682 mT Nat. U 

822 mT Fuel 

Total Required Energy 

MWH 

1,667,000 

2,736,000 

82,960 

8,533,000 

247,400 

461,500 

16,360 

5,010 

597 

1,861 

13,750,000 

6 
10 BTU 

20,010,000 

99,800,000 

7,676,000 

2,412,000 

2,109,000 

18,140,000 

292,600 

183,200 

81,930 

255,900 

151,000,000 

*Without recycle of either uranium or plutonium, there probably would be 
no reprocessing. On the other hand, we have not evaluated the energy 
required for storage of spent fuel. Since this is a very small item, we 
allow the reporcessing and waste storage to stand as an estimate for the 
unevaluated storage of spent fuel. 

A 
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TABLE 12.5 

1000 MW(e) PWR - Pu RECYCLE, 0.30% ENRICHMENT TAILS 

CHATTANOOGA SHALES 

LIFETIME ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 

(197,100,000 MWH OUTPUT) 

PROCESS 

Mining - 3643 mT Nat. U. 

Milling - 3643 mT Nat. U. 

Conversion - 3643 mT Nat. U. 
3 

Enrichment - 2127 x 10 SWU (kg.) 

Fuel Fabrication - 802 mT Enr. Fuel 

Power Plant - 30 Years 

Reprocessing - 802 mT Fuel 

Waste Storage - 30 Years Operation 

Transportation - 3643 mT Nat. U. 

802 mT Fuel 

Total Required Energy 

_, .,. . ..... ...... . .. . . . 

MWH 

1,068,000 

1,754,000 

53,190 

6,006,000 

269,500 

461,500 

15,960 

5,010 

383 

1,816 

9,635,000 

6 
10 BTU 

12,830,000 

63,990,000 

4,922,000 

1,698,000 

2,472,000 

18,140,000 

285,500 

183,200 

52,530 

249,700 

104,800,000 
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TABLE 12.6 

1000 MW(e) BWR - NO RECYCLE, 0.30% ENRICHMENT TAILS 

CONVENTIONAL ORE 

LIFETIME ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 

(197,100,000 MWH OUTPUT) 

PROCESS 

Mining - 5569 mT Nat. U. 

Milling - 5569 mT Nat. U. 

Conversion - 5569 mT Nat. U. 
3 

Enrichment - 2735 x 10 SWU (kg.) 

Fuel Fabrication - 964 mT Enr. U. 

Power Plant - 30 Years 

Reprocessing* - 964 mT Fuel 

Waste Storage - 30 Years Operation 

Transportation - 5569 mT Nat. U. 

964 mT Fuel 

Total Required Energy 

MWH 

107,900 

123,000 

81,310 

7,722,000 

290,200 

456,200 

19,180 

5,010 

585 

2,182 

8,808,000 

6 
10 BTU 

2,946,000 

2,924,000 

7,524,000 

2,183,000 

2,474,000 

18,070,000 

343,200 

183,200 

80,300 

300,100 

37,030,000 

*Without recycle of either uranium or plutonium, there probably would be 
no reprocessing. On the other hand, we have not evaluated the energy 
required for storage of spent fuel. Since this is a very small item, we 
allow the reprocessing and waste storage to stand as an estimate for the 
unevaluated storage of spent fuel. 
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TABLE 12.7 

1000 MW(e) HTGR - STANDARD, 0.30% ENRICHMENT TAILS 

CONVENTIONAL ORE 

LIFETIME ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 

(197,100,000 MWH OUTPUT) 

t 

PROCESS 

Mining - 2829 mT Nat. U 

Milling - 2829 mT Nat. U 

Conversion - 2829 mT Nat. U. 
3 

Enrichment - 2509 x 10 SWU (kg.) 

Fuel Fabrication - 257 mT Heavy Metal 

Power Plant - 30 Years 

Reprocessing* - 257 mT Heavy Metal 

Waste Storage - 30 Years Operation 

Transportation - 2829 mT Nat. U. 

257 mT Fuel 

Total Required Energy 

MWH 

54,800 

62,490 

41,300 

7,084,000 

71,960 

452,000 

18,400 

5,010 

297 

582 

7,791,000 

6 ' 
10 BTU 

1,497,000 

1,485,000 

3,822,000 

2,003,000 

1,152,000 

18,820,000 

263,700 

183,200 

40,790 

80,010 

29,350,000 

*Without recycle of either uranium or plutonium, there probably would be 
no reprocessing. On the other hand, we have not evaluated the energy 
required for storage of spent fuel. Since this is a very small item, we 
allow the reprocessing and waste storage to stand as an estimate for the 
unevaluated storage of spent fuel. 
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TABLE 12.8 

1000 MW(e) HTGR - STANDARD, 0.30% ENRICHMENT TAILS 

CHATTANOOGA SHALES 

LIFETIME ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 

(197,100,000 MWH OUTPUT) 

PROCESS 

Mining - 2829 mT Nat. U 

Milling - 2829 mT Nat. U 

Conversion - 2829 mT Nat. U 
3 

Enrichment - 2509 x 10 SWU (kg) 

Fuel Fabrication - 257 mT Heavy Metal 

Power Plant - 30 Years 

Reprocessing* - 257 mT Heavy Metal 

Waste Storage - 30 Years Operation 

Transportation - 2829 mT Nat. U. 

257 mT Fuel 

Total Required Energy 

MWH 

829,700 

1,362,000 

41,300 

7,084,000 

71,960 

452,000 

18,400 

5,010 

297 

582 

9,866,000 

6 
10 BTU 

9,964,000 

49,690,000 

3,822,000 

2,003,000 : 
i 

1,152,000 

18,820,000 

263,700 

183,200 

40,790 

80,010 

86,020,000 

*Without recycle of either uranium or plutonium, there probably would be 
no reprocessing. On the other hand, we have not evaluated the energy 
required for storage of spent fuel. Since this is a very small item, we 
allow the reprocessing and waste storage to stand as an estimate for the 
unevaluated storage of spent fuel. 
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TABLE 12.9 

1000 MW(e) HWR - NO RECYCLE 

CONVENTIONAL ORES 

LIFETIME ENERGY REQUIREMENTS 

(197,100,000 MWH OUTPUT) 

PROCESS 

r • — • " • 

Mining - 3831 mT Nat. U. 

Milling - 3831 mT Nat. U. 

Fuel Fabrication - 3831 mT Nat. U. 

Power Plant - 30 Years 

Reprocessing* - 3831 mT (U + Products) 

Waste Storage - 30 Years Operation 

Transportation -

3831 mT Nat. U. 6 
(3.264) [0.01285 (MWH) + 1.767(10 BTU)] 

3831 mT (U + Products) g 
(141.37)[0.01285 (MWH) + 1.767(10 BTU)] 

Total Required Energy 

MWH 

74,200 

84,630 -

1,153,100 

1,190,000 

76,240 

5,010 

161 

6,960 

2,590,000 

G 
10 BTU 

2,026,000 

2,011,000 

9,830,000 

34,070,000 

1,363,000 

183,200 

22,090 

957,000 

50,046,000 

*Without recycle of either uranium or plutonium, there probably would be 
no reprocessing. On the other hand, we have not evaluated the energy 
required for storage of spent fuel. Since this is a very small item, we 
allow the reprocessing and waste storage to stand as an estimate for the 
unevaluated storage of spent fuel. 
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the electrical and the thermal energy requirements into a single number, 

since these represent two different types of energy, and no single con

version from one to the other is totally satisfactory. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Al.l Input-Output Methodology 

An input-output table (I-O Table) is a disaggregated model of a 

national economy for a given year showing all of the transactions between 

the sectors of the economy. In the United States, 1-0 tables have been 

prepared for 1947, 1958, 1963, and 1967. The 1967 table was published 

in the spring of 1974, and the next table will be the 1972 table which 

may be finished by 1978. 

The official 1-0 tables were not designed for energy analysis and 

do not have an optimum set of industries. For example, the food in

dustry is divided into thirty-two subsectors (butter, cheese, ice cream, 

milk, pickles, etc.) while there is only one sector for the whole industrial-

chemical sector (which includes everything from sulfuric acid to methanol 

to nuclear reactor fuel). If we had greater resources, we could construct 

an 1-0 table that would be appropriate for energy analysis (for an energy 

analysis of nuclear reactors, there might be thirty-two chemical sectors, 

and for an energy analysis of agriculture, there might be thirty-two kinds 

of food). Although the official 1-0 tables are not optimum for energy 

analysis, we have found it necessary to rely on them for estimation of 

indirect energy use in many of the processes in the uranium fuel cycle. 

The theory of 1-0 tables will now be briefly reviewed. 

The economy is divided into N sectors. Let x. be the total annual 

production of industry i. For homogeneous sectors, x. could be measured 

in physical units, e.g., tons of steel or tons of sulfuric acid or kilowatt 

hours. In heterogeneous sectors or services, the output might be measured 
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in dollars. Some goods (natural gas, lawyers services, etc.) are purchased 

both by industries and by final demand, while other goods are only purchased 

by industry (sulfuric acid) or only by final consumer (vacuum clearners and 

other small appliances). Let x.. be the amount of the output of industry 

i, which is consumed by industry j, in a year, and let y. be the amount of 

the output of industry i, which is consumed by final demand. Final demand 

includes inventory changes; thus, in every year, the output of each industry 

is completely consumed by other industries and by final demand, i.e., 

N 
X. = Z x.. + y. (Al.l) 
1 . , 11 •'i. 

j = l •* 

Equation (Al.l)is a conservation statement; it says that goods and services 

are not lost — they are either consumed by industries to produce other goods 

and services or by final demand. 

Let p. be the average price for the output of industry i - i.e., 

p. X. is the total gross revenue of industry i - and let p. . be the price 
1 1 ^ij ^ 

paid by industry j for purchases from the ith industry, and let c. be the 

average price paid by final consumers for good i. An income balance for 

industry i may be written: 

N 
(A] 2) p. X. = Z p.. X.. + c.y. 

Equation (A1.2) is a statement of where the income for industry i comes 

from; income comes from sales to other industries and to final consumers. 
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Similarly, the total income of industry j is dispersed to other in

dustries and to value added, v., which is the sum of employee compensa

tion, returns to capital and taxes, i.e., 

N 
p. X. = Z p. . X. . + V. (A1.3) 
J J i^l 11 iJ J 

Equation (A1.3)is a statement of how the receipts of industry i are dispersed; 

the receipts are paid to other industries for inputs of goods and services, 

to employees, to the owners, and to the government. 

Define the input-output coefficient a.. by: 

a.. = X../x. (A1.4) 
ij 13 3 

Thus, a.. is the amount of good i required per unit output of good j, 

e.g., tons of coal per ton of steel. Using the 1-0 coefficient, a.., 

equation (Al.l) may be written 

N 
x. = E a.. x. + y. (A1.5) 

j=l Ĵ J ^ 

Equations (A1.5) are a set of N simultaneous equations which relate the 

gross outputs of each industry to the net outputs of each industry 

which are delivered to final demand. If we know the final demands, e.g., 

automobiles and clothes washers, we can solve equations (A1.5) and find 

how much steel, aluminum, and iron ore are required to produce the final 

demands. 

We can solve equations (A1.5) by iteration. Tlie first two iterations are: 

N N N 
x . = y . + E a..y.+ E E a..a., x, 
1 1 • ^ ^) J • 1 1 1 13 3k k 

j = l •' •' 3=1 k=l •' •' 

N N N 
X. = y. + E a..y.+ E E a..a., y, + 

1 j=l Ĵ J j=l k=l Ĵ ^^ ^ 

N N 
E E a. . a., a, x . (A1.61 
j = l k=l ^̂  ^^ •" 
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Equations (Al,6) say that the total demand for the ith good, e,g., coal, 

is composed of the direct sales to final demand plus the first order 

indirect sales, e.g., coal consumed to produce the electricity which is 

sold to final demand, plus the second order indirect sales, e.g., coal 

consumed to produce steel which is consumed to produce automobiles 

which are sold to final demand plus higher order indirect sales. If 

we sum all of the direct and indirect sales, we can show that: 

N 
X. = E q.. y. 
1 • 1 13 3 

N 
where q. . = S. . + a. . + E a., a, . + . . . . (A1.7) 

^13 13 13 ]̂,i ik kj 

The coefficient q.. is the total amount of output from industry i re

quired directly or indirectly per unit of output of industry j delivered 

to final demand. Thus, if industry j is a utility that makes all of its 

electricity with nuclear reactors, and i is the coal industry, then q.. 

is the total tons of coal per kWH of electricity produced by the nuclear 

reactors. The path which the coal follows may be long and complex. Some 

coal is used to produce the electricity for the diffusion plant that en

riches the uranium. Some coal is used to produce the steel that is used 

to produce uranium mining machinery. To trace the path we can disaggregate 

the q.. coefficients to any order we wish. 
13 

For the first order disaggregation, the coefficients of q.. satisfy: 

'̂ij = 'ij \ l , ^ i k % ^Al-«^ 

Equation (Al. 8) provides the basis for our estimates of total energy re

quirements. Since we are interested in energy analysis, i will always refer 

to an energy sector. In the official 367 sector 1-0 tables there are 
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five energy sectors— 7.00, coal mining, 8.00, crude petroleum and natural 

gas; 31.01, petroleum refining and related products; 68.01, electric utilities; 

and, 68.02, gas utilities. In the official 1-0 tables, the q.. are expressed 

in dollar value of energy per dollar of final demand for the output of in-

4 
dustry j. Herendeen and Bullard have calculated q.. for the five energy 

industries in BTU per dollar at final demand for 1963 and 1967 at the 367 

sector level. We have used their values for q.. in our study. 

To use equation (A1.8) for energy analysis, we begin with a process 

analysis. Consider the construction of a nuclear reactor. Construction 

requires capital, labor, and materials. Only the inter-industry transactions 

to purchase goods and services appear in equation (Al. 8), the costs of capital 

and labor are part of value added [see equation (Al,3)]. Goods and services 

required include steel and concrete, pumps and motors, grass seed, lawyers, 

and engineering consultants. Let d. be the dollars spent in 1-0 sector 

3 to construct (or operate) a part of the nuclear fuel cycle, e.g., to 

construct a 1000 MW(e) nuclear plant, and let E. be the total energy of 

type i which is consumed by constructing (or operating) the energy facility, 

then, based on equation (A1.8), E^ is given by: 

N 
E. = E q.. d. rAi o^ 

1 ^^^ ^ij 3 (A1.9) 

A computer program TOTEN, has been written to perform the calcula

tions shown in equation (A1.9). To illustrate how TOTEN works, we will 

consider a partial list of the goods and services required for a 1000 Mw(e) 

nuclear reactor. A partial listing of the costs, d. for the reactor are 

shown in Table Al.l, as well as the appropriate q.. for each of the goods 

and services for two of the five energy sectors — coal and electricity. 



TABLE Al.l 

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE OF TOTEN PROCEDURES 

PARTIAL LIST FOR A 1000 MW(e) NUCLEAR REACTOR 

1-0 Sector 

3612 

3701 

4006 

4208 

4301 

6504 

6901 

7303 

GOODS AND SERVICES 

Ready-Mix Concrete 

Steel Products 

Fabricated Plate Work 

Valves and Pipe 
Fittings 

Turbines 

Water Transport 

Wholesale Trade 

Professional Services 

Total 

Cost in 
Million 

1967 Dollars 

1.9 

3.4 

28.7 

5.8 

26.5 

0.6 

1.1 

22.1 

90.1 

ENERGY COEFFICIENTS(BTU/67$) 

Coal 

64.140 

159.596 

51.468 

27.961 

30.118 

14.821 

5.912 

2.584 

Electricity 

8.659 

13.029 

6.829 

5.438 

5.109 

3.556 

1.985 

0.913 

ENERGY REQUIRED (lO^BTU) 

Coal 

122 

543 

1477 

162 

798 

9 

7 

57 

3175 

Electricity 

16 

44 

196 

32 

135 

2 

2 

20 

447 
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The products of the costs, d., and the total energy coefficients q.. 

give the energy required. The total coal requirement is 3175 billion 

BTUs, and the total electric requirement is 447 billion BTUs or 131,000 

MWH. Here BTUs are used as units of electrical energy only because these 

are the units of the 1-0 tables. (A BTU of electricity is simply a unit 

-4 
equal to 2.93 x 10 KWH(e) and is never added to thermal BTUs.) But 

some of the coal was consumed to produce the electricity. Therefore, a 

correction is required. In 1967, the q.., where i is coal and j is elec

tricity, is 1.9336 BTU of coal per BTU of electricity. Thus, production 

of 447 billion BTUs of electricity required 864 billion BTUs of coal plus 

additional amounts of petroleum and natural gas. A BTU of heat derived 

from fossil fuel is not equivalent to a BTU of electricity, and we have 

chosen to keep fossil fuel inputs and electricity inputs separate. (If 

the reader wants a single number, he must provide a conversion factor, 

2 
e.g., in 1967, Herendeen and Bullard estimate that 3.7963 BTUs of fuel 

were required directly and indirectly to produce a BTU of electricity.) 

Thus, the total energy requirements for the partial 1000 MW(e) plant 

shown in Table Al.l is 2311 billion BTUs of coal and 131,000 MWH of elec

tricity where the coal total has been reduced so that the energy required 

to produce the electricity is not counted twice. 

A1.2 Caveats 

To be accurate, the d. in equation (A1.9) must be defined using the 

same conventions as the a, . in equation (A1.8). In the following, we 

present a short discussion of some of these conventions. 

1. Value added. 

Value added is not an inter-industry transaction but a 

payment to final demand. Thus, the d. do not include 

wage payments, interest or taxes. 
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Construction. 

We have included the first order construction for the fuel cycle. 

As pointed out earlier, such things as the energy to build the steel 

plant to make the steel for the reactor are not included, since they 

are small compared to the inputs considered here. 

Transportation and Trade Margins. 

The official I-O tables are in producer's prices rather than in 

purchaser's prices. The difference is the cost of transportation 

of the goods and the trade margins. We have estimated the d. for 

transportation and trade based on the margins for 1-0 sector 11.03-

New Construction, Public Utilities. 

Deflators. 

Engineers would prefer an 1-0 table in physical units. However, 

a table in 1967 dollars can be equivalent. Consider sector 38.01-

Primary Copper. In 1967, 1,133 thousand tons of copper were refined 

and the 1967 1-0 table has a value for the copper of 853.7 million 

dollars for an average price of 753.5 dollars per ton. If the 

copper for a nuclear generation plant constructed in 1974 costs 

$1,000 per ton, then the total expenditure on copper must be divided 

by a deflator to reduce the price to $753.5 per ton to calculate the 

d. for use in equation (A1.9). For a more complex product such as 

a nuclear reactor, there is a further difficulty— technology 

changes. The 460 million dollar reactor in 1974 is not the 

same as the 200 million dollar reactor in 1971. 

Since the d. in equation (A1.9)must be in 1967 dollars, the 

problem of choosing an appropriate set of deflators is very 

3 
important. We have used the deflators of Just. 
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5. Atypical Product. 

Sector 27.01— Industrial Inorganic and Organic Chemicals, has 

thousands of products. Products in such a broad sector that 

were energy intensive enough to significantly affect the final 

result needed special attention. For example, in the case of 

sulfuric acid we have attempted to directly estimate the total 

energy per ton of the product. 

6. Imports. 

We estimate that a ton of steel requires 58 million BTUs of 

energy. What about a ton of imported steel? If we want the 

total energy to match the Bureau of Mines total, we would as

sume that the energy content is zero for imported steel. We 

prefer the approach of Herendeen and Bullard who have corrected 

for the energy required to produce imports. 

7. Secondary Products 

Copper can be made by a company whose primary product is zinc. 

Where possible, the industries in the 1-0 table are redefined 

and both inputs and outputs are moved to the proper homogeneous 

industry. However, where the necessary data is lacking, the 

secondary outputs are simply transferred to the appropriate 

primary industry and the inputs required to produce the secondary 

outputs are not transferred. 

A1.3 Direct Energy Use in Construction 

The computer program, TOTEN, computes the total energy required directly 

or indirectly to produce all materials but direct energy. For the energy 

sectors, Herendeen and Bullard have the total energy requirements per BTU 
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of energy delivered to final demand. To estimate the direct energy re

quirements, we have used the a., for construction sectors, 11.02- New 

Construction, Non-residential Buildings and 11.05— New Construction, All 

Other. Sector 11.02 was used for most energy facilities except mines and 

waste storage which were placed in sector 11.05. Power plants belong in 

sector 11.03.03; however, the a., for 11.03.03 and 11.02 are very similar. 
ij 

The details of the method used to estimate direct energy use in construction 

may be found in Appendix 2. 
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APPENDIX 2 

A2.1 Calculation of the Direct Energy Use in Construction 

The studies by United Engineers and Constructors do not have any 

data on direct fuel use to construct nuclear reactors. The study by 

2 

Bechtel has data on direct fuel use, but it does not seem to be con

sistent. We have developed a method for estimating direct energy use 

which depends on the cost of the project. The method is described in 

this Appendix. Further work is needed to find a better way to estimate 

direct energy use in construction. 

In the 367 Sector 1-0 tables, there are five new construction 

sectors. From the construction sector work sheets we have obtained 

additional information on subsector 11.03.03- New Construction, Electric 

Utility. Nuclear Reactors belong in sector 11.03.03. All of the other 

facilities in the nuclear fuel cycle belong to either sector 11.02 -

Non-residential Buildings or sector 11.05- All Other New Construction. 

Sector 11.02 contains industrial facilities, while sector 11.05 contains 

mines and nuclear waste disposal facilities. Using the data from the 

1-0 tables, the expenditures on oil, electricity, and gas by sectors 

11.03.03, 11.02, and 11.05 in 1967 are shown in Table A2.1. We could 

say that the energy expenditures were proportional to the total cost 

of the project; however, we would have to deflate the cost of the project 

to 1967, and we only have one deflator series for all construction sectors. 



TABLE A2.1 

Direct Energy Requirements of Construction per Dollar Expended on Equipment and Materials 

(1967 Dollars) 

Petroleum Products 

Electricity 

Natural Gas 

Total Costs 

Subtotal of Equip
ment and Materials 

(E + M) 

Energy Cost 

10^ BTU 
per $ 

1.2198 

.17935 

1.7536 

Sector 11.03.03 

10^$ 

26.9 

2.1 

0.5 

4561 

2458 

% of E+M 

1.094 

0.085 

0.020 

100 

Sector 11.02 

10^$ 

171.8 

15.4 

3.4 

26,888 

13,940 

% of E+M 

1.232 

0.110 

0.024 

100 

Sector 11.05 

10^ 

157.8 

3.4 

0.8 

7,326 

2,990 

% of E+M 

5.277 

0.114 

0.027 

100 

Direct Energy(BTU/$E+M) 

Sector 11.02 

15,028 

197 

421 

Sector 11.05 

64,369 

204 

473 

1 
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Our best estimate for part of the cost of construction is the sum of the 

costs of the purchased goods and services. However, since the Bechtel 

study only covers materials and equipment but not the costs of profes

sional consultants (like Bechtel), direct energy use will be pro

portioned to the costs of materials and equipment — 1-0 sectors 

20 to 69. Table A2.1 also has the costs of materials and equipment for 

sectors 11.03.03, 11.02, and 11.05 and the direct energy expenditures 

as a percentage of these costs of materials and equipment. Since the 

percentage values for sector 11.03.03 are nearly the same as the values 

for sector 11.02, we will use the values for sector 11.02 for both 

sectors. 

3 
To construct the table of total energy costs for the U.S. economy, 

the team at the University of Illinois estimated the direct energy use 

4 
by each 1-0 sector in 1963 and 1967. Using this report on direct energy 

use by the construction sectors and the data on expenditures for fuel, we 

can estimate how much energy was purchased per dollar in the construction 

sectors. These inverse prices are given in the first column in Table A2.1 

One dollar spent on oil could buy 1,219,800 BTUs in 1967. Thus, the 

0.01232 dollars spent on oil per dollar of expenditure on equipment and 

materials in sector 11.02 could buy 15,028 BTUs. All of the direct energy 

purchased per dollar spent on material and equipment for sectors 11.02 and 

11.05 is given in the final two columns of Table A2.1. 

To deliver energy to the final consumer requires indirect energy. 

3 
The Herendeen and Bullard study gives the total energy consumption to 

deliver energy. Using their data we can estimate how much fuel and 
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electricity is consumed directly and indirectly per BTUs of delivered 

energy. For example, one BTU of delivered oil requires 1.1567 BTUs 

of fuel and 0.0057 BTU of electricity. The details of the calculation 

and the results are given in Table A2.2. Using the total energy co

efficients and the data in Table A2.1, we can estimate the total direct 

energy requirements per million dollars expended on materials and equip

ment in sectors 11.02 and 11.05. The results are in Table A2,3. 

Using TOTEN to estimate the expenditures in 1967 dollars on ma

terials and equipment and using the total direct energy coefficients in 

Table A2.3, we derive the total energy estimates shown in Table A2.4. We 

asssume that all of the projects are in sector 11.02 except the mining 

and waste storage projects which are in sector 11.05. 
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TABLE A2.2 

Derivation of Total Fuel and Electric Coefficients from the Input-

Output Total Energy Coefficients for 1967 

A. Procedure 

Corrected Coal 
Corrected Oil 
Corrected Gas 
Electricity 
Thermal Energy 

B. 

Units-

= Coal - 1. 
= Oil - 0. 
= Gas - 0. 

9336 Electric 
3112 Electric 
8385 Electric 

= Electricity 
= Corrected (Coal + Oil + Gas) 

Results 

BTU per BTU 

Sector Thermal Energy 

Coal 
Pet. Products 
Electric 
Natural Gas 

1.0052 
1.1567 
0.0 
1.0658 

Electricity 

0.0004 
0.0057 
1.0 
0.0020 

TABLE A2.3 

Total Direct Energy in Construction, 

per Million Dollars Expended on Equipment § Materials 

Thermal Energy (lO^BTU) 

Electricity (MWH) 
• 

1 

Sector 11.02 

17,830 

83 

Sector 11,05 

74,960 

168 
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TABLE A2.4 

Total Direct Energy for Construction of Facilities for the Uranium 

Fuel Cycle Based on Expenditures for Materials and Equipment. (All 

Projects are in Sector 11.02 except Mines and Waste Disposal 

Which are in Sector 11.05.) 

Plant 

BWR 
PWR 
HTGR 
U Surface Mine 
U Underground Mine 
U Mill 
Conversion 
Enrichment 
LWR Fuel Fab. 
LWR (with Pu Recycle) 
HTGR Fuel Fab. 
LWR Reprocessing 
HTGR Reprocessing 
Waste Disposal 

Cost 
(Millions of 
1967 dollars) 

100.4 
106.4 
104.1 
2.46 
2.33 
1.738 
14.55 

1057 
9.29 
12.16 
39.1 
133.1 
32.6 
9.49 

Electricity 
MWH 

8170 
8650 
8470 
408 
388 
141 
1183 

870000 
756 
989 
3180 
10830 
2650 
1578 

Thermal 
Energy 
lO^BTU 

1,754,000 
1,858,000 
1,819,000 
183,300 
174,300 
30,400 
254,000 

18,470,000 
162,300 
213,000 
683,000 
2330,000 
570,000 
780,000 
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